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We define recursive models of Martin-L6f's (type or) set theories. These models are a sort of 
recurs~ve r alizabitlty; in fact, we show that for implieation-fl'ee formulae of HA% satisfaction 
in the model coincides with mr-HEO real~ability. Using an idea of AczeL we extend the model 
to a recursive model of the constructive s t theories of Myhill and Friedman. Oar models can 
be described without presupposing any knowledge of Martin-L6f's theories, and may make 
them seem less mysterious. We use our models to ,btain several metamathematical resuRs, for 
example consistency and independence results concerning continuity of functions on compact 
metric spaces. On the other hand, Martin-L6f's (latest) theories refute continuity of functions 
from N ~ to N, a~ well as Church's thesis, although we show that all provably v'el!-defined 
functions are continuous. 
O. In~roduct|on 
In the last decade, several different approaches have been made to the 
problem: formalize constructive mathematics, r~!viding these approaches roughly 
into three groups, we have 
(i) constructive set theory: for example, Zemaelo-Fraenkel set theory with 
intuitionistic logic, and some weaker subsystems of it which are perhaps easier 
to justify from a constructive point of view [15, 25]. 
(ii) theories of operations and classes [12, 13]. 
(iii) set (or type) theory as developed by Martin-L6f [22, 23]. 
The first two kinds of theories have been analyzed in detail, using the 
metamathematical tools of realizabitity, forcing, and various models 
[5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 15, 25]. The purpose of this paper is to define suitable versions 
of these too~s for analyzing Martin-L6f's theories. As an extra bonus, we get some 
new models (or interpretations) of constructive set theories. These are of interest 
in connection with the concept of 'computational meaning' of a theorem of 
abstract mathematics. 
We shall not attempt to give an explanation of Martin-L;3f's ystems. However, 
the recursive models we will give can be understood before knowing about 
Martin-L6f's systems, a fact which may be taken as showing that they are quite 
natural mathematical structures. These models are perhaps best seen as generali- 
zations of the 'effective aperationsL We therefore begin with the model, and only 
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afterwards list the rules of Martin-L6f's systems. The reader who is entirely 
unfamiliar with Martin-L6f's systems should still be able to read this paper, or 
most of it, since most of what we have to say about Martin-L6f's systems proceeds 
by using the model to reduce the problem to the study of HA 'O+AC+Ext  
(defined below), and is already of interest for this case. For an introduction to 
Martin-L6f's theories, see Martin-L6f [23] or Beeson [9]. 
Martin-L6f's theories are not theories in the ordinary predicate calculus, so the 
asual notion of 'model'  does not apply. Martin-L6f himself plans eventually to 
give a genera~ definition of what a model of his systems is, so we do not attempt o 
proceed in any such general way in this paper, but are instead content o give one 
interesting class of models, 
I t,&e this opportunity to thank four people who helped make this paper 
possible: P. Aczel, whose tireless constructive criticism and correspondence 
resulted in many improvements: P. Martin-L6f, whose patient and careful answers 
to my questions brought me a long ways towards understanding his theories; D. 
van Dalen, who encouraged me at the right times; and H. Schwichtenberg, who 
made it possible for me to attend Martin-L6f's lectures in Munich (1980). 
1. The model of extended effective operations 
i. 1. The effective operations 
We iirst review the well-known concept of the effective oiJerations. These are 
defined as follow< first we define the finite type.,; by 
(i) 0 is a type and (or-* r) is a type if o', ~r are types, 
Then we define sets of integers E,. and binary relations R~ on the integers, for 
each finite type or, by the following inductive definition: 
(it) E~ = N - the integers, Ro(a, b) iff a := b. 
(iii) e~E~ . . . .  t ill Vx~_E,~({e}(x)~_E.) and ~tx, y~E,~(R,~(x,y)--~ 
R,(le}lx), {e}(r)~. 
(iv) R(,~,.~(a, b) iff a, b ~ E ~  & V x, y c E,, (x, y) --* R,({a}(x), {b}(y))). 
For finite types we use the abhreviations 1 for (0 ~ 0), 2 for (1-+ 0), generally 
n + 1 for (n --+ 0). Thus e e E~ iff {e} is total, i.e. e is a total index, and e e E2 iff 
{e}(x) is defined for all total indices x and takes two indices of the same total 
function onto the same value. This last property is called 'extensionality'. Thus 
each member of E 2 represents a ftmction defined on the recursive elements of N ~. 
This indicates why the effective operations have a connection with constructive 
mathemat ics- - i f  Church's thesis (CF) is assumed, then all functions are recursive 
and the effective operations of type 2 correspond to functions from N N to N. 
(Here we take CT in the informal sense that every rule corresponds to a recursive 
rule.) 
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1.2. Some recursion-theoretic ~hcts about the effective operations 
Theorem 1.2,1. (Ceitin-Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfie~d). Every effective operation is 
continuous. 
That is, if e E E2 and y e E:t, then there is an integer m which is a modulus of 
continuity for e at y. That means that if x is any total index whose first m values 
agree with those of y, then {e}(x)= {e}(y). 
Note, This theorem is called KLS. It can be formalized in arithmetic, and proved 
in HA+MP,  where MP is Markov's principle -n~'t3m A (m, n)--~ _qm A(m, n) for 
primitive recl:rsive A (Kreise}, Lacombe, and Shoenfield [20]; for explicit reduc- 
tion to HA4-MP see Beeson [3]). Hence, informally, CT+MP proves that all 
functions from N N to N m'e continuous. There are analogs of the theorem for 
more general spaces ([5, p. 3 t l ; t 1; 24] and in detail in Beeson [9]). The theorem 
cannot be proved in HA alone, i.e. without MP (Beeson [3]), 
1.2.1. No extensional modulus of continuity 
A number e is said to represent a modulus of continuity functional if for all z in 
E2, {e}(z) is a modulus of continuity for z at Ax0 (an index of the identically zero 
function). The following lemma is an exercise in recursion theory: 
Lemma 1,2.2. 77zere is no e in E3 which represents a modulus of continuity 
functional. 
Remark. This fact was first pointed out to me by H. Friedman in 1970. It is 
related to a similar phenomenon in the hereditarily continuous functiona!s of 
Kreisel [19] by means of the extension of KLS to type 3 (see Troelstra [27. 
§2.6.7]). 
Proof. Suppose e is in E3 and represents a modulus of continuity functional. We 
introduce an index z by the recursion theorem. We give the definition of z 
informally; since we are using the recursion theorem to introduce z, we are 
allowed to mention the number z while defining the function {z}, Let c be an 
index of the identically zero function (thought of as a member of E2). Let n be 
such that T(e, c, n), where T is Kleene's T-predicate, and let m be {e}(c), so 
m < n. Define z as follows: To compute {z}(y), first compute the first n + i vatues 
of {y}. If any of these is different from zero, set {z}(y)= 0. (If any is undefined, 
then {z}(y) will be undefined too.) Otherwise the value of {z}(y) will depend on 
{y}(n .~- 1) = k. It will be zero unless {e}(z) converges to {e}(c) in less than k steps~ 
i.e. r(e, z,]) for some j<  k and {e}(z)= {e}(c). In that case it will be 1. That 
completes the definitiol~ of z. Now we claim that z is in E2. Let y be in El. Then 
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the clauses of the definition guarantee that {z}(y) is defined; and y enters only 
through its values, so z is extensional. Hence z is in E2. Since we have assumed e 
represents a modulus of continuity functional, then {e}(z) is defined, say it is m, 
and m is a modulus of continuity for z at AxO. Suppose m#{e}(c). Then 
{z}(y) = 0 for every y in E~, by the definition of z. But then, by the extensionality 
of e, m = {e}(z)= {e}(c), contradiction. Hence m = {e}(c). Now let ] be such that 
T(e, z, ]), and let k be larger than/';  and let y be a total index such that {y}(x) = 0 
for x ~ n + 1, and {y}(n + 1)= k. Then {z}(y)= 1, while {z}(Ax0)= 0. Yet {y} and 
{Ax0} agree for their first m values, contradicting the supposition that {e}(z) was a 
modulus of continuity for e at AxO. That completes the proof of the iemma. [7] 
1,3, The extended effective operations 
One natural idea is to extend the effective operations into transfinite types. 
Suppose, for example, that for each integer n, {e}(n)e E,t. Then e itself is in some 
sense an effective operation of type (He N)E~, regarding this as an infinite 
Cartesian product. To make this sort of construction systematically possible, we 
must assign codes to the types. Thus instead of 'm ~ E , '  we will write 
where /~,, is a specific integer code which wil~ be assigned to E~. M here means 
the model of extended effective operations which we are constructing. We shall 
not give any definition o~' M by itself, but only of compound expressions 
containing M, such as M~:m~k~ We choose some (more or less arbitrary) 
functions as follows: 
~(a, bt = <0, a, b), 
~(a, b) = {1, a, b), 
pl(a, b) = <2, a, b}, 
i(a, b, c) = {3, a, b, c}. 
The idea is that if a and {b}(x) are codes of the types A and B(x), then 7r(a, b) 
should be a code of (fix ~ A)B(x); and or(a, b) should be a code of the disjoint 
union (Xx c- A)B(x); if a and b are codes ol A and B, then pl(a, b) should be a 
code of the disjoint uniou A + B. The function i plays a special role in modelling 
Martin-L6f's theories and should be disregarded for now. 
Let N be the set of integers and N k = {0, l . . . . .  k - 1}. We assign codes to these 
sets as follows: 
5~ = (4, o>, 
_t~rk = (4, k + 1 ) . 
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1.3. L Definition Of the ,~;implest model M 
We now define simultaneously the following sets of irrtegers and relations on 
integers: 
Me  n type, 
M~n=mEj ,  
M~nEm,  
n is a family oi! types in M over a, 
Mea~,b .  
The clauses of the definition are as follows: 
(i) 
Me(4,  j) type for ali j 
M¢m~(4,  j) i f f j=Oorm+l<j  
Men=m~(4,  j) iff n=m and 
(ii) If M~a type, and 
Vx(M~x F_ a implies M~{e}(x)) 
and 
Vx, y (M~x = y E a implies M~{e}(x)~-{e}(y)), 
then e is a family of types in M over a. 
(iii) If b is a family of types in M ow~r a, then 
M ~ ~'( a, b) type, 
and 
(intuitively: N and Nk are types). 
(giving the members of N a~d Nk). 
M~n E(4, j}. 
Men E o(a, b) iff M¢(no)E a and Mg(n)~ ~{b}((n)o). 
M~-n=rn~o-(,~ob) iff Me(n)o=(m)oEa  and 
Me(n) l  = (m) 1 C {b}((n)o). 
and 
M e n E n(a, b) iff Vx(M e x c a implies M e{n}(x) ~ {b}(x)) 
and Vx, y(M,~x = y E a implies Me{n}(x) = {,z}(y) ~_ {b}(x)). 
Me n = r~'. E ~r(a, b) iff M e n E zr(a, b) & M e m ~s ~(a, b) & 
Vx(M~ x E a implies M e{n}(x) = {m}(x),5 {b}(x)). 
(iv) If b is a family of types in M over a, then 
M~o'(a, b) type, 
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(,') If M~a type and M~b type, then Mcpl(a,  b) type. 
M~x6p l (a ,b )  if[(x)o=O and M~(x)~a or 
(xo) = 1 and M~(x) l~b,  
M~x = y ~_= pl(a, b) iff (x)o = (Y)o = 0 and M~(x)t  = (Yh ~ a 
or (x)o = (Y)o = 1 and M~(xh -" (y)~ ~ b. 
(vi) 
(vii) 
M~i(a, b, c) type if M~a type, 
Mgxc i (a ,b ,e )  iff x---O and Ml:b:-~c~a, 
M~x=y~_i (a ,b ,c )  i f fx~-y=OandMgb=-c~a.  
M~a~-b if M~a type and M~b type andVx(M~x~a iff M~x~b)  
andVx,  y (Mgx=yea i f fM~:x=y~b) .  
1.3.2. Examples 
(i) Suppose e is a total index. Then we ~vant o be able to say M~e ~ (N--~ N). 
How can we express this? Now (4, 0) is the code N of N. So b =Ax(4, 0) is a 
family of sets in N, with the constant value ~/. So ~'(/~, b) is a code of (fix ~ N)N. 
(Informally speaking, at this stage, since the latter expression has not been 
defined.) So M~e ~ ~r(1¢4, b) expresses what we would intuitively want to write as 
M~e ~(N--~ N). 
More generally, we can assign a code d- to each finite type o-, assigning the code 
w(d, Ax÷) to the type cr-~ 1". One checks easily that M~m ~ fi iff m ~ E,, where 
here r1 is the code of the type symbol n, and that M~a = b ~ fi iff R,,(a, b), where 
R,, is the relation of extensional equality introduced in Section 1.1 above. It is in 
this sense that the extended effective operations are an extension of the effective 
operations. 
(ii) This example will show that the extended effective operations really include 
more than the effective operations. Define a recursive function {f} so that 
( f}(o) = t~, 
{fI(n + 1) = v:({f}(n), AxJq). 
Then {f}(n) is fi, a code of E,,. So M~ e ~: ~r(/~, f) iff {e}(n)~ E,  for every n, i.e. iff 
e ~ (fix ~ N)E~. 
1.3.3, On formalizing the definition of the model 
For purposes of establishing the proof-tl:~eoretic strength of Martin-Lhf's 
theories, it is desirable to formalize the definition of the model. (It is also possible 
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that some readers may want more proof that the definition is legitimate!) The 
form of the definition as we have given it is not ix~ the standard torm of an 
inductive defin:ition, name!y: the least set (or relation) X such that 490~, X) ,~ n c 
X where 49 contains X only positively, since the clause of e to be a family of types 
in M involves 'M~n ~a'  negatively. Nevertheles:,, the definition is a legitimate 
one, since all the elements of a 'type' a of M are added at the same time as a is 
declared to be a type. The definition may be reduced to standard form, i.e. to an 
inductive definition involving only positive conditions, by the follow ng device. 
One defines simultaneously the five relations mentioned above, plus two more 
relations: 
MVxc_a 
and 
M~-x=y~_a. 
The clauses in this inductive definition are obtained from the above clauses, by 
substituting for the negative occurrences of 'M~x ~ a', the negation of 'M~x ~ a', 
and for the negative occurrences of 'M~ x = y ~_ a', the negation of 'M~! x = y E a'. 
"l.'he result is an inductive defnition all of whese conditions are positive. This 
definition can thus be formaliTed in the theory ~-D~ of inductive definitions with 
positive (arithmetic) onditions. One can then prove by induction (on :the clauses 
of the definition) that if M~a type, then M~x ~ a iff not Mf:x ~ a, and M~x = y 
a iff not M~x =y ~ a, justifying the notation. 
1.3.4. Remarks on the proof-theoretic strength of theories needed to foJ"malize the 
definition of the model 
(Adwce: skip this section at the first reading.) Aczel [1] introduces and makes 
use of a theory IDi-. This is like the theory of (one) inductive definition IDI (see 
Feferman [13] %r a precise description of ID1) except that it does, not have 
axioms fc, r proof by induction on the inductively defined set. Instead, it only has 
an axiom asserting that the predicate P is some solution of tree inductive 
condit ions--not necessarily the least solution. Specifically: If ,h(X, m) is a 
formula of second-order a ithmetic with exactly these free variables and no bound 
set variables, in which X occurs only positively, then ID? has the axiom, 
Vm(P4,(m) *-~ 49(P~,, m)) 
where Po is a predicate symbol of IDa. 
Aczel gives a short and clever argument to reduce IDa to X~-AC--.he finds a 
Xl solution of the inductive conditions 49 by imitating the proof of the second 
recm'sion |heorem using -~I indices. 
Our present point is that ID7 suffices to formalize the construction of the 
recursive model given above (with no universes). We have already shown how to 
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formalize the construction in IDa, but it may seem that something more is needed, 
since we had to prove by induction that the inductively aefined relations M)x  ~_ A 
and M~x ~ A are actually complementary, when M~A type. This can be avoided 
by adapting a trick of Aczel's from Aczel [1]: first define the predic,,e S(x) which 
was used in the informal construction of the model for M~x type, and the two 
predicates ~ and ~ (and relations for equality) as above. But do not interpret 
M~x type to be S(x) as before. Instead, define 
R(x) ,-+ S(x) & V(m E x ~+ -nmC x). 
Use R instead of S to define the 'types' of the model. Then it is no longc# 
necessary to prove that ~_ and ¢ are complements. 
The above remarks will be used in Section 8 betow, where we discuss the 
proof-theoretic strength of Martin-L6f's s,~stems. 
2. Marfin-L6f's theorles 
Martin-Lgf's theories have undergone an evolutionary process of development, 
so that the theories of 1972 are not the theories of 1980. The differm~ces between 
these theories are not entirely trivial, but our models work for all of them, 
including the latest and not-yet-published versions. In order not to multiply the 
number of versions i~ the literature, we here take (ahnost) exactly the same 
system as in Martin-Ldf [23]. (There is exactly one difference, explained under 
the N,,-rules below). We assume, for this section, a prior acquaintance with these 
systems, and just give a formal definition of the system, which we need in order to 
prove that we have detined a model. The reader without this prior acquaintance 
may skip to Section 4 after taking Proposition 3.3 on faith. 
2.1. Formal definition of Martin-L6f's theories 
Constants of ML,,~ ('MLo' in isolation is not yet defined): 
0, N, No, g l ,  N2 . . . . .  r. 
Functors of MLo: II, A, ;E,X,( . ,  .) (the two parentheses together are one 
functor), I, J ;  +, i, j, D;  R, Rk (k := 0, 1,2 . . . .  ). 
U-constants: U, (n = 1, 2 . . . .  ). 
W-functors: W. sup, T. 
Variables: vo, v: . . . . .  Usually x, y, z, u, v, etc. will be meta-variables ranging 
over variables. 
Terms: Each variable and constant is a term. A constant has no free variables. 
The free variables of vk are exactly vk. Functors and terms may be combined to 
yield new terms by the following rules: if t, s, and u are term,.- and x, y, z are 
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variables, then the following are terms: 
t + s, t', (I lx E t)s, (Zx e t)s, ( Wx ~ t)s, (;~x)t, (t, s), t(s), l(t, s, u), (Ex, y) 
+ (t, s), (Dx, y)(t, s, u), i(t), ](t), J(t, s); sup(t, s), ( Tx, y, z)(t, s); (Rx, y) 
(t, s, u). If t, t~ . . . . .  t, are terms, then R,(t; t~ . . . . .  t~) is a term. 
The free and bound variables of a term are defined by specifying which 
occurrences of which variables become bound when the above ter,,,3-formatio~ 
rules are applied. People familiar with ordinaD, logic beware: the us~lal rules do 
not apply to E, T, T, R,, and R, though in the rest of the cases they do. The 
unusual rules are as follows: Free occurrences of x and y in d (not in c) become 
bound in (Ex, y)(c, d). Free occurrences of x in d and y in e become bound in 
(Dx, y)(c, d, e). Free occurrences of x and y in e become bound in (Rx, y)(c, d, e). 
Free occurrences of x, y, z in d become bound in (Tx, y, z)(c, d). 
2.1.1. How MarOn-L6f's rules actually define a formal system 
Martin-L6f gives a list of rule-schemata which specify his formal system, but 
because his main concern is to explain the meaning of these rules, rather than to 
investigate them metamathematicaHy, he does not spell out in detail how they arc 
to be used to specify a formal system. The following remarks address this point. 
Special thanks are due to Peter AczeI, who helped make these points clear to the 
author. 
When a system of ru'~es is used to define a formal system, each rule 
JL . . . . . .  l,, 
J 
determines one clause in an inductive definition of the fbrmal proofs in the system. 
These proofs are labeled finite trees. Each proof is said to be a proof of 'the 
expression which labels the root node. The clause corresponding to the rule just 
mentioned is that if we are given proofs of J~ . . . . .  J,,, and make a new tree by 
labeling the root with J and attaching the proofs of J~ . . . . .  J~ as the immediate 
subtrees of the root, we get a proof of J. 
'This general scheme can be used to define the formal proofs in Martin-L6f's 
system, provided we write the rules out in full, realizing that what appear iH 
Martin-L(Sf's papers are not the full rules, but abbreviated versions we may call 
rule schemata. The expressions which may appear as conclusions of rt,les in 
Martin-L~f's ystems are called judgments ~. 'I1aey consist of an expression of one 
of the following four forms: 
x~A x=y~A 
A type A = B 
The British spellm L is judgement, the American spetling is judgment. 
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followed by a (possibly empty) list of assumptions (x~ ~ A1 . . . . .  xn ~ AM). All the 
rules except one have the property that no new assumptions are introduced. This 
one rule is called the 'assumption rule'. Its full form is 
A type(x1 c A1 . . . .  , x,, ~ A,~) 
x cA(x~ s A~, . . . ,x,, c A , ,x  ~ A)  
Certain other rules may have fewer assumptions in the conclusion than in the 
premise. The assumptions which appear in the premises but not in the conclusion 
are said to be discharged by that application of the rule. Now here is a crucial 
point: When Martin-LSf writes his rule schemata, he omits the list of assumptions 
which occur in both premise and conclusion. Thus th~ only assumptions shown are 
those which are to be discharged by an application of the rule. 2 
This is, however, not the only convention of abbreviat ion which is obsetwed in 
writing the rulf' schemata. The second convention is that in those rules having a 
conclusion of the form 'a cA '  or the form 'a = b ~_ A ' ,  only those premises are 
explicitly shown that have those very same forms. This second convention means 
that the rule schemata re not in themselves a completely precise description of 
the formal system; a certain amount of insight is required in order to reconstruct 
the rule from its schemata. 
Under  these conventions, the assumption rule is written as the schema: x e A. 
A more representative example is the first /~-elimination rule, which has ttte 
schematic form 
(x~.A,  yeB)  
c~(Xx~A)B d~C((x ,  y)/z) 
(Ex, y)(c, d) ~ C(c/z) 
The actual rule which this schema represents has the conclusion 
(Ex, y)(c, d) ~ C(c/z) (xl E A1 . . . . .  x, ~ A,,) 
and the following five premises: 
(1) A type(x :eA ,  . . . . .  x~A, ) ,  
(2) B type(x~A~ . . . . .  x, eA ,~,xeA) ,  
(3) C type(x~EA~ . . . . .  x,,eA,, ,  ze (Xx~A)B) ,  
(4) ce(XxeA)B  (x~.A l  . . . .  x, eA , ) ,  
(5) d ~ C((x, y)/z) (x~ ~ A1 . . . . .  x,, v_ A,, x ~ A, y e B). 
Note that following the second convention, the premises (1)-(3) have been 
suppressed from the schema. 
In a list of assumptions (x~eA, . . . . .  x,,~A,,), it is assumed that N does not occur free in A t 
unless i<k. Moreover, assumptions can be discharged only from the right-hand end of a list of 
assumptions. However, the order of assumptions in a list matters only insofar as some of the A k 
contain some of th.~ x~ free; if for instance we have a list of assumptions (x~ ~ A~, x 2 ~ A 2) in which 
neither A~ nor A:~ contains either x~ oI x: free, then we may discharge ither assumption. A
completely formal specification of how the rules lead to legal proof trees must take these things into 
account. 
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[t is worthwhile to point out one difference between Gentzen's natm'al- 
deduction systems and Martin-L6f's systems: in the fatter, the label of a leaf node 
of a proof tree can never be an assumption, since accordit:g to the full form of the 
assmnption rule, the assumption x c A cannot be introduced except by appending 
it to a proof of 'A  type'. :~ 
2.1.2. Rule schemma for Mart in-Ldf 's  systems 
In the following schemata, it is assumed that x is not free in A and y is not free 
in B. 
General rules 
Reflexivity: 
a~A 
a=c. l~A 
A ~ype 
A~:A 
Symmetry: 
~l =b~_A A ~B 
b~acA B-~A 
Transitivity: 
a=bcA b=c~A 
a : : c~A 
A=B B=C 
A =:C 
Equality of types: 
aeA A =B 
acB 
a =b-~A A =B 
a= b~B 
:~ /n the text we have given AczeD~ interpretation tff Martm-L()f. There are some minor variants 
possible. Olle might, for example, nol reqmre the ~!odes of the proof tree Io be labeled with all the 
assumptions upon which the .iudgment ut that node depends. These couM al,vays be recovered by 
going from the leaves towards the root, collecting assumptions as they are introduced. B~cause of this 
fact, however, it is an inesseutiM variant. Another inessential variant would be to allow leaf nodes to be 
labeled b)' assumptions, but only when ~he assumptions are of the form 'x ~ A" where "A ~ype" ib 
pr~wabte. (In other words, the proof of 'A type' has to exist, but does not have to be cornered as part 
of every proof in which we walt1 to asst~me 'x c-A'.) This notiort may correspond more closely to 
mathematical practice, but has the disadvantage of making the set of G/Sdel numbers of proofs r.e. 
illstead of recursive. 
"l]le reader may wonder (as did the author) what happens if no restrictions are placed upon the 
terms A for which we can as';ume ' xEA ' .  Then we get more theorems: we can derive (Ax)0~i 
(H~ ~ X)N, where X is a variable, atthoagh we cannot derive "(flu e X)N  typeL In fact, we cannot 
prove any more expressions of the form 't type" than in the text's interpretation of the rules. 
Martin-LOf [22, p. 88i makes i! clear that this is not what h, means, a~wway. 
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Substitution: 
(xeA) 
a e A B type 
B(a/x) type 
(xeA)  
aeA beB 
b(a/x) e B(a/x) 
Assumption: 
xeA 
(xEA) 
a=ceA B=D 
B(a/~:) = D(c/x) 
(X e A)  
a=ce/4~ b=d~:.B 
b(a/x) = d(c/x) e B(a/x) 
Cartesian product of a family of types 
H-formation: 
(xsA)  (xeA)  
A type B type A=C B=D 
(fix ~ A )B type (fix e A )B = (fix e C)D 
17-introduction: 
(x~A) 
boB 
(Ax)b ~ (Hx ~ A)B 
//-elimination: 
ce( f i~eA)B  a~A 
c(a) ~_ B(a/x) 
H-equality: 
(xcA) 
b =d~B 
(Xx)b =: (hx)d ~ (flx ~ A )B 
c =f~(Hx~A)B a =d~A 
c(a) = f(d) e B(a/x) 
(x~A)  
a cA  b~F; ce(Hx~A)B 
((Ax)b)(a) = b(a/x) ~ B(a/x} (Ax)(c(x)) = c ~ (Hx ~ A )B 
Disjoint union of a family of types 
-formation: 
(x~A)  (xeA)  
A type B type A = C B =D 
(Xx~A)B lype (~xcAtB  =(XxeA)B  
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2~-introduction: 
aeA boB(a/x)  a=cEA b =d~B(a/x )  
(a ,b )s ( J2xsA)B  (a ,b )=(c ,d )e (Zx~A) /B  
-elimination: 
(xc.~, y ~B) 
c ~ (.,~x cs A)B  d ~ C((x, y)/z) 
(Ex, y)(c, d) e C(c/z) 
c=e~(Xxc~A)B 
(x~A,  y~B)  
d =re  C((x, y)/z) 
(Ex, y)(c, d) = (Ex, y)(e, f) e C(c/z) 
-equality: 
(xc_A, y~B)  
a ~ A b ~ B(a/x) d ~ C((x, y)/z) 
(Ex, y)((a, b), d) = d(a, b/x, y)~ C((a, b)/z) 
Disjoint union of two types 
+ -formation: 
A type B type 
A + B type 
+ -introduction: 
aEA 
i (a )eA  +B 
b~B 
j(b) ~ A + B 
+ -elimination: 
A =C B=D 
A+B=C+D 
a=cEA 
i (a)= i(c)~ A + B 
b=d~B 
i (b)  = ](d) e A + B 
(x ~ A) (y e B) 
c~A+B d~C(i (x) /z)  ecC( j (y) /z )  
(Dx, y)(c, d, e)~ C(c/z) 
(x~A)  
c=f~A +B d=geC( i (x ) / z )  
(y~B)  
e = h e Cq(y)/z) 
(Dx, y)(c, d, e) = (Dx, y)(f, g, h) ~ C(c/z) 
+ -equality: 
(xeA)  (y~B)  
a ~- A d E C(i(x)/z) e ~ C(i(y)/z) 
(Dx, y)(i(a), d, e) = d(a/x)~ C(i(a)/z) 
(x~A)  (y~B)  
b~B deC( i (x) /z )  eeC(](y) /z)  
(Dx, y)~i(b), d, e) = e(b/y)~ CO'(b)/z) 
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Identity relation 
Io.formation: 
A type a ~ A 
I (A,  a, b) type 
/- introduction: 
a =bcA 
r~ l (A ,  a, b) 
l -el imination: 
c61(A ,a ,b )  
a=b~A 
c c I (A,  a, b) 
b~A A ~--C a=c~A b=dc=A 
a=b~-A 
r= rei ll(A, a, b) 
d ~ C(r/z) 
J(c, d)e C(c/z) 
/.-equality: 
a =b~A d~C(r /z )  
J(r, d) : d ~ C(r/z) 
c=ee I (A .a ,b )  
I (A,  a, b) = I(C, c, d) 
d = fc  C(r/z) 
J(c, d) = J(e, f)c- C( ~/z) 
Finite types 
N,, -formation: 
N,, type N,, := N,, 
N,, -introduction: 
m,,~N,, (m =0 . . . . .  n - - l )  m,~=m, ,cN,  (m=0 . . . . .  n - - l )  
Note. Martin-Lt~f uses m,, as a name for the integer m, considered as a member  
of N,. Thus for example 7~ and 7~ are two different names for 7. This feature of 
Mart in-k6f 's systems is both unnecessary and alien to ordinary mathematical  
practice. The reason for it seems to have been to preserve the property that 
canonical members of a type B are such that the type B can read off from any 
canonical member.  Formally, a normal term t cannot be associated with more 
than one type B such that 't c /3 '  can be derived, Mart in-L6f [22~] proves this for 
the 1975 version of his systems. But by adopting the t 979 version of the / - ru les ,  
he gives this property up anyway. In order to stick literally to Mart in-L6f [23], we 
officially adopt the use of m,., ; it would, however, work just as well to use only one 
numeral tfi for m, defined by 0 = 0, (m + 1) = ff~.'. We may sometimes write tfi in 
place of the otficial m, ;  this will alleviate ~the problem beginners may have in 
remembering whether m,, stands for m or for n. 
We add the following rule to ensure that successor behaves according to 
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Peano 's  axioms: 
x~N 
I(N, x', 0 i = No 
N~-el iminat ion:  
coN, .  c, , ,~C(m,]z) (m=O . . . . .  n - l )  
R,,(c, c(, . . . . .  c,, O~C(c /z )  
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c~dc~N,~ c,,~='d.,~C(m,ffz) (m=0 . . . . .  n -  1) 
R,.(c, c~ . . . . . .  c,, .q) = R~(d, do . . . . .  d,,_Oc~ C(c/z.) 
N,,-equality: 
c,,,~_C(m./z) (m=0 . . . . .  n - l )  
R,,(m,,, c,~ . . . . .  c,,_ ~) -~ c,. c: C (mJz )  
N=N 
Natural numbers 
N- format ion :  
N is a type 
N- in t roduct ion :  
()~ N 
a~N 
a '~N 
N-e l iminat ion :  
0 = 0 ~ N 
a-=b~_N 
a'=b'<=N 
(x e N. y ~ C(x/z)) 
cc=-N d6C(O/z )  eeC(x ' / z )  
(Rr ,  y)(c, d, e)c  C(c/z) 
N-equal i ty :  
(x c N, y ~_ C(x/z)) 
d c C(O/z) e E C(x' /z)  
(Rx, y)(0, d, e) = d ~ C(O/z) 
(m = 0 . . . . .  n - 1 ) 
c =fc -N  
(x c N; y ~ C(x/z)) 
d=g~C(O/z )  e=hcC(x ' / z )  
(Rx, y)(c, d, e )=(Rx ,  y)(fi g, h )c  C(c/z) 
(Rx. y)(a' ,  d. e) = e(a, (Rx, y)(a, d, e)/x. y) ~ C(a' /z)  
(x c N, y c C(x/z)) 
a ~ N d ~_ C(O/z) e c C(x ' /z)  
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Well-orderings 
Wqormation :: 
(x~A)  (x~A)  
A type B type A = C B = D 
(Wx ~ A)B  type (Wx e A)B  = (Wx ~ C)D 
W-introductioh: 
a~A 
W-elimination: 
b ~ B(a /x )  ~ (Wx e A)B  
sup(a, b) ~ (Wx ~ A)B  
a = c c A b = d c: B(a/x) --~ (Wx ~ A)B  
sup(a, b) = sup(c, d) ~_ (Wx e A)B  
(x ~ A, y ~ B ---> (Wx ~ A)B ,  z ~ (Ili2 Ei B)C(y(v)/w))  
c e (I,Vx E A)B  d E C(sup(x. y)]w) 
(Tx, y, z)(c, d)e  C(c/w) 
(x ~- A, y ~ t3 --~ (Wx ~ A)B ,  z ~ (Hv ~ B)C(y(v)/w))  
c=e~(WxcA)B  d=. f~ C(sup(x, y)/w) 
W-equality: 
a~_A 
(73=, y, z )(c, d) -: (T3c, y, z )(e, f)c~ C(c/w ) 
(x ~ A, y ~ B ~. (Wx e A)B ,  z c (ltv ~ B)C(y(v)/w)) 
b ~ B(a/x) ~ (Wx ~ A)B  d ~ C(sup(x, y)/w) 
( Tx. y, z)(sup(a, b), d) = d(a, b, ( hv)( Tx, y. z )(b(v), d)/x, y, z)~ C(sup(a. b)/w) 
Universes 
U,, -formation: 
U. is a type 
[),,-introduction: 
U,, = U,, 
AcU,~ 
(x ~ A)  
Ac:U~ B~U, ,  
(HxcA)B~ U,, 
(x~A)  
AcU, ,  BcU, ,  
(X,x ~- A)B  c-_ U,, 
A~U, ,  BEU.  
A+BEU, ,  
aesA bc-A 
(xeA)  
A=CcU.  B=D~:U, ,  
(Hx ~. A )B  = (llx ~ C)D ~ U,, 
(x cA)  
A=C~U, ,  B=D~U.  
(Xx ~_A ]B =(£x c C)DE U. 
A=C~U, ,  B=DEU.  
A-',-B =C+D~ U~ 
A=CeU, ,  a=c( -A  b=d~A 
I(A, a, b)~ U. N(A, a, b) = i(C, c, d)~ U. 
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Noe U,~ No= Noe U,~ 
NI~. U,, NI=N~e U, 
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NeU,, N=N~I.¢. 
(xeA)  (xeA)  
A~fJ,~ BeU.  A=C~U.  B=DeU' .  
(Wx ~ A)B ~ U,, 
Uoe U,~ 
(Wx E A)B = (Wx ~ C)D ~ U. 
U,~= Uo e U,, 
U._~ ~ U. U,,_~ = U,,._~ ~ U,, 
U.-elimination: 
AcU,, A=BeU~ 
A type A = B 
A~U,, A=B~U,~ 
A ~ b:,+l A =Be U.+I 
Note. it seems worth emphasizing that Martin-LSf's theories contain a primitive 
notion of application, implicit in tee rule of term formation that t(s) is a term if 
and s are terms, tn the 1979 version, which we follow in this paper, this primitive 
notion is used only on the left of ~, so that one does not write B(a), but only 
B(a/x), meaning B with a substituted for the free variable x. This primitive notioi~_ 
of application ,enters on the left of the /-/-equality rule, for example. In later 
versions (Martin-I25f's 1980 Munich lectures), one does write B(a), meaning B 
applied to a. 
2.2. Nomenclature for Martin-L6f's theotqes 
The simplest one of Martin-LSf's theories is defined by omitting all the W-rules 
and U-rules and the associated constants and functors. This system is coaled MLo 
(Martin-LSf with zero universes). If we add the constants U1 . . . .  , U. and the 
corresponding rules, we get the theory ML.. If we add the W-rules to ML., we 
get lVIL,,W. It should be explicitly noted that when defining MLn, we should omit 
the U-rules which involve W; m other words, ML,, does not mention W at all, 
neither in the U-rules nor in the W-rules. 
2.3. Example of use of the W-rules 
At first sight the W-rules may appear forr~.idable. The following example may 
help make them more comprehensible. Take A to be the two-element set N~, and 
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define a family B over N2 with a free variable x so that B(O/x)=No and 
B(t/x) = N. Such a family can be defined by taking B to be R2(x, Ni, N); then in 
ML~ (but not in MLo) we can prove B type (x ~-N2). Then (Wx ~ A)B defines the 
type of wetlqr unded trees, which we see as follows: First, sup(0, b)~ (Wx ~ A)B, 
where b is (Az)Ro(z), by the W-introduction rule. We may identify sup(0, b) with 
the one-node tree. Next, if b determines a sequence of elements of (Wx ~ A)B, 
then sup(i, b)e (Wx ~ A)B. We may identify sup(l,  b) with the tree obtainer, ' y 
adding one node which is an ancestor of all the trees b(n), 
2.4. HA '~ in MLo 
We assume familiarity with the system HA"  (see e.g. [27]). We sketch an 
embedding of HA"  in MLo. 
V x ~_ A (B(x)) is another way of writing (IIx c A)t?(x), 
-~ x ~ A (B(x)) is another way of writing (Xx c A)B(x). 
If B does not contain x free, A -+ B is another way of writing (Ilx ~. A)B(x). 
± is another way of writing N o. 
-hA is another way of writing A -+ ±. 
A&B is another way of writing A×B,  which is another way of writing 
(XxcA)B  when B does not contain x free. 
A v B is another way of writing A 4- B. 
It will be convenient to assume that HA ~ is formulated with a negation symbol. 
Except for this addition, we suppose it to be formulated as on p.40 of Troelstra 
[27]. We write k and s instead of Troelstra's constants H and Z. 
To each finite type ~r (as defined in Section 1.1) we associate an expression 7~, 
of MLo. Namely, To is N, and T( ...... ~ is ~/~,--+ "/~. So MLo proves T,, set for each 
or. To each formula A of HA ~°, we assign an expression A" of MLo, with the same 
nmnber of free variables; and to each term t of HA ' ,  we assign an expression t" of 
M/o,  again with tae same free variables, according ~o the following rules: 
(i) (t = s)" is I (7; ,  l', s'), where t and s are terms of type o-. 
(it) Vx" A is V x ~ Tl;~A'. 
(iii) 3x '~ A is 3 x c T,~ A ' .  
(iv) (A --+ B)" is A'---, B'. 
(v) ( -~A/  is A"-- ,  N~,. 
(vi) 0" is 0; (t)" is (t')'; (ts)" is t'(s'); ~" is (,~x)(ay).:; s" is (ax)()ty)(a.z) 
xz(yz). 
(vii) R' ,  where R is the constant for primitive recursive definitions in HA% ib 
defined using the R of MLo. 
Let AC denote the axiom of choice at all finite types, and 1¢c Ext denote the 
axiom of cxtensionality in t tA  ". Readers familiar with ML,  will recognize the old 
lenlma: 
Lemma 2.4. If HA~+AC+Ext  proves a closed (ormula A, thef~ MLo proves 
G A"  for  Sotlqe tertT~ t. 
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But although this lemma is both old and simple, it has a cero~lary which may 
seem odd: 
Corollary. MLo refutes CT'. 
Here CT denotes the statemem 
Vf 3e Vx 3k (T(e, x, k) & U(k ) = f(x)). 
Proof,  The corollary follows from the lemma, by Troelstra's theorem that HA 0~ + 
ex l+AC refutes CT (Troelstra [28]). We repeat Troelstra's proof here: With AC 
and CT we find a functional F such that F(~) is a G/Sde! number (recursive index) 
of c~, for every a of type 1. Define .f~ by 
/ , . (y)={~ if 7.T(x, x, y), 
if T(x, x, y). 
The ,  {x}(x) is undefined iff F (~)= F(AxO), by extensionality. By CT, f:(f~) is a 
recursive function of x. Thus halting~ problem is solved, contradiction. That 
completes the proof. 
3. Interpreting Marfin-Lgf's theories in the e~ended effectlve operations 
To those familiar with MartimL~f's systems, it will be obvious that the 
extended effective operations are in some intuitive sense a model of these 
systems. Our task is to make this more F;ecise. 
3.1. A model of MLo 
We begin by assigning a number ~ to each term t of MLo; t will be the 
interpretation of t in the model. In general t wilt have free variables, and /' will 
depend on an assignment of numbers to the vm'iables, given by a function F which 
assigns F(n) to the variable v~,. If f is given, then t" is detezmined by the following 
clauses. (For typographical reasons, if t is given by a long expression, we write 't  ^ ' 
instead of '/", e.g. (Hx~A)B^.)  
/~ is <4, o>, 
Nk i:; (4, k + 1>, 
0 is O, 
is 9, 
(t +s)"  is pl(t, s), 
(t'):' is pl(t, s), 
(t')" is t + 1, 
(fix E t)s ^  is -a'(t, Aw . g(x : w)). 
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Here :~(x:w) is the value of s relative ~o the assignment which agrees with F 
except on x, and gives x the value w. This is a recursive function of w (%r each 
fixed term), as we prove by induction at tt~,~e same time as we define the terms L 
(2- E t)s ^  is ~r(/', Aw"  g(x : w)), 
(Xx)t ^  is Aw " t(x: w), 
t ( s )  ^ is {~(~), 
(t, s)  ^  is (/', g), 
(Ex, y)(t, x) A is g(x : (/')o, Y : (~) ,  
(Dx, y)(t, s, q)^ is g(u : (t')~) if (t)c, = 0 else (~(v:(f)~), 
~(t)" is (o, i>, 
i ( t )  ^ is <1, i), 
J(t, s) ^  is g, 
f(t, s, q)^ is i(/', g, (~) (defined in Definition 3.1 to be (3,/', g, (~)). 
R,,(t, xo . . . . .  s,,_ ~) ~" is So if t '=0, 
q go if i= 1, 
,h 
g,~ if ~" = ~! ,-- 1. 
(Rx, y)(t, s, q)~ is f(~) 
where f is a flmction introduced by the recursion theorem so that: 
f (0)=~ and f (n+l )=g l (x :n ,y : f (n ) ) .  
By induction hypothesis, the right-hand side is a recursive function of its argu- 
ments, so the recur~ion theorem can be applied. To check that the resulting term 
still depends effectively .on each value of the assignr,~ent of values to vm'iables, we 
use the effective version of the recursion theorem, which shows that an index of f 
depends recursively on g and g/, which by hypothesis depend recursively on the 
values of the assignment. Hence f(D also depends recursively on these values. 
This completes the definition of the numbers t. 
Theorem 3.1. The extended effective operations are a model 
tbllowing sense: For theorems of MLo with no assumptions, 
(i) I f  ML0 proves a cA ,  then M~acA.  
(ii) .tf ML0 proves A type, then Me A type. 
(iii) tf ML0 provesa=bcA,  henM~a=bcA.  
(iv) If Ml.o proves A = B, then M~ A = B. 
of MLo, in the 
RemarL The correspo~,ding statements ['or theorems with assumptions will be 
given in the course of the proof; but one is particularly noteworthy: If MLo proves 
B type (x c A), then Ay/3(x : y) is a family of types in M over A. 
Proof. We have to prove the theorem by induction on proofs in MLo, which 
generally have conclusions depending on assumptions. Therefore the induction 
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hypothesis has to be : rated in a form applicable to proofs wi!h assumptions. Since 
these may contain fre:', variables, the statement of the induction hypothesis witl be 
of the form, 'for all assi~2:nments F of values to variables, if t is defined using/;; 
then the following ho ld . . . ' .  Thus we will be able to apply the induction 
hypothesis using a different assignment of values to variables. 
in the statement of the induction hypothesis, 'the following' is a list _~f four 
clauses, one for each form of judgment. The full statement of these clauses is 
rather long, but we have to give it. It will help if we abbreviate 'x c Aj  . . . . .  x, ~_ 
A,,' by ~x 6 A' ,  and abbreviate 'a(y~ . . . . .  y , /x l , . . . ,  x,)' by 'a(y/x)', and under- 
stand by 'M~x = y ~ A ' ,  the phrase 'for i ---. l . . . . . .  n, M~ x, = y~ ~ A~'. 
Here are the clauses of the induction hypothesis: 
(i) If ML0 k a ~ C (x c= A), then if M ~ 2 E fi~, the~ M ~ c~ ~ (~, and if M ~ 2 = 9 e 
A, then M~=a(y /x ) "~/~.  
(ii) If MLokC type (xe_A), then if MP-2aA,  then M.~C type, and if M~2 = 
c fi~, then M~C(y/x)"  type and M~?= C(y/x) A. 
(iii) If MI.,~i~-a=b~C (x~A) ,  then if M~2~_A,  then Mt :~=bc0,  and if 
M~2 = ~)~fi,, then M~f=b(y /x )AEC.  
(iv) If MLokC=D (x6A) ,  then if M~2~,  then M¢C'=I ) ,  and if Mk2= 
33 c A, then M~C(y/x)"  = D(y/x)  ^ . 
Now for the proof: there will be one part of the proof for each of the rules of 
MG~. For example, let us check the substitution rule 
(x~.A)  
a =c~A b=d~.B  
b(a/x) = d(c/x)~ B(a/x) 
By induction hypothesis, we may assume M~&=g~ and if M~-2~A,  then 
M~c~ = d ~./3, for any assignment F of values to variables. Fix an assignment F; 
we have to show that relative to F, M~b(a/x)  ~= d(c/x)^~ B(a/xF.  Modify F to 
an assignment G which assigns the number ti to the variable x, and the number d 
to a variable y which does not occur in the instance of the rule we are considering. 
Let us write 'M~4, rel G '  to indicate that G is used to compute any numbers [ 
occurring in 4,. Then since M~ = ~ tel F, we have Me~2 = ~ e A ret G. Hence, by 
induction hypothesis (iii), M.~=d(y /x )^~Bre lG .  But observe: g re lG  is 
b(a/x)" rel F, by the construction of G (and since x is not free in a). Also,/~ rel G 
is 13(Wx) ^ tel F, and d(c/x) ^  rel F is d(y/xy" rel G. Hence M~b(a/x)  A= d(c/x)A~ - 
B(a/x) rel F. But this was what we had to prove. 
One of the more difficult rules to check is the //- introduction rule, 
(xeA)  
beB 
Utx )b e (llx ~ A )B 
Thcre may be assumptions 3~ C in both the hypothesis and conclusion which are 
not written in the rule schema. Fix an assignment F of values to variables such 
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that M = p ~ C rel/;i Suppose MLo proves b c B(y ~ C, x c A). We have to show 
M~(Ax)b^ E (Fix ~ A )B  ^  rel F. By definition, 
(~t:c)b ^ = Aw. /~(x: w) 
and 
(fix c~ A )B ^  = 7r(/~, Aw. B(x: w)), 
So what we have to show is 
M~ Aw. ~(x: w) c rr(A, Aw. B(x: w)). 
According to the definition of satisfaction in M, this means two things: 
(1) MPwef i t  implies M~(x:w)~sB(x :w)  
and 
(2) M~w=z~f i ,  implies M~O(x :w)=~(x :z )~B(x :w) .  
Ad (1): Let G be an assignment of values to variables differing from F only in 
that the variable x gets the value w. Then (1) reads 
M~z2EfiLrelG implies M~/~6/~re lG  
which is just induction hypothesis (i). 
Ad (2): Since MLoFb ~ B (y ~ C, x e A), also MLoFb ~ B; and we assume that 
the equality rules that permit this deduction have already been checked, so that 
we may use induction hypothesis (iii) applied to the proof of b = b ~ B. Hence, for 
any assignment G, if M~2 = fi Efi~, then M~/~ = 6(u/x) B rel G. Here u is a new 
variable, and we choose G so that it gives x the value w and u the value z. Then 
the hypothesis of (2), M~ w = z ~ ±], means M~:2 = 11 ~ fi, rel G. Hence, assuming 
this hypothesis, M~/~=-b(u/x)"~ ~ tel G. Translating back to values computed 
relative to F, we have M~- 6(x : w) =/~(x: : z) ~/3(x :w) rel F, which is the conclu- 
sion of (2). This completes the verification of the first part of (2). This completes 
the werification of the first part of (i) for the/ / - introduct ion rule. We still have to 
check the second part of (i), i.e. extensionality with respect o paramete;s. Here 
the Farameters are the members of C. Suppose MP9 = ~3 ~ C rel F;  we have to 
show 
M~(,kx)b" = ((Ax)b(v/y)) ^~ (Hx ¢ A )B A rel F. 
Expanding this as above, what we have to show is 
M~Au,./~(x: w) = Aw. ~(v/v)^(x: w) e w(,~, Aw./3(x: w)) rel F. 
According to the definition of M, this means that if M P w ~ A rel/:, then 
MP f)(x : w) = b(v/y)"(x :w) E 13(x : w) rel F, 
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Let G be, an assignment different from F onfy i~l that x gets the value w. Then 
what we have to show is 
~vI~  = b(v/y) ~" ~ f73 rel G. 
But this follows from induction hypothesis (i) applied to the proof of b~ 
B (y e C, x E A). This completes the verification of (i) when the conclusion of the 
I~roof is by tht //- introduction rule. 
We have checked the two most difficult rules, and hope that the reader will bc 
able to check the rest. This completes the proof. [] 
3.2. Models of the more complicated systems 
First we show how to model the W-rules. We have to extend the definition of [ 
to terms involving IV, T, and sup. For this purpose we define two (trivial) 
recursive functions, 
sup(a, b)= (8, a, b), 
oJ(a, b) = (7, a, b), 
and tt'en define 
(Wx e t)s" is ~o(~, Az. ~(,:: z)), 
sup(t, s)" = sup(t', g). 
Now suppose that t" and g have already been defined, and depend effectively on 
the assignment of values to the variables. Use the recursion theorem to find a 
recursive function ~- such that 
"r(u) = g(x : (u)1, y : (u)2, z : Av. r({(u)2}(v))). 
Define 
(Tx, y, z)(r, s) is "r(t'). 
This number depends effectively on '~he assignment of values to the variables, 
since by the effective version of the recursion theorem, an index of "r depends 
effectively on the assignment. 
We now define a model M~ s by the old clauses which defi~_e M, together with 
the new clauses: 
If Mba type, and b is a family of types in M over A, then 
(i) M~VboJ(a, b) type, 
(ii) MW~x~o~(a,b) iff xRx,  
(iii) MWCx=yEw(a ,b )  iff xRy,  
where R is the relation inductively defined by the rule: 
If MW~x=yEa and Vu, v [MW~u=v~{b}(x) -~{w}(u)R{z}(v) ] ,  then 
sup(x, w) R sup(y, z). 
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These inductive clauses once again determine a model. (This can be formalized in 
!D~ by the same trick: the only negative clauses involve membership n sets of the 
model.) 
T h e o r e m  3.2.1, MW is a model of MLoW (in the sense of Theorem 3.1). 
Proof. We have to verify the W-rules. The W-formation and W-introduction 
rules hold, either by definition or, in the case of the second W-formation rule, by 
a one-step argument. We must check the W-elimination and W-equality rules. 
This is done using inductfon on the clauses defining the model MW. Let us begin 
with the first W-elimination rule. Suppose that the hypotheses of the rule are 
valid in the model MW. We argue by induction on c that the conclusion is valid 
(with A and B fixed); in other words, we suppose that the rule is valid for all 
nuxnbers put into w(A, B) at an earlier stage than c, and check that it is also valid 
for c. We may suppose c has the form sup(a, b), since all numbers put into 
~o (A, B) have that form, where MW ~ a ~ A and whenever MW ~ v ~ {B}ta), then 
MW~{b}(v)~ o~,(A, B). Now if we knew that the W-equality rule were valid, we 
would be finished, since we would have the validity of (Tx, y, z)(sup(a, b), d) = 
• • .~ C(sup(a, b)), and an easy induction shows that we always have MWP-x ,= y 
z implies MI, V~:x ~. z. So the validity of the first W-elimination rule follows from 
that of the W-equality rule, which we now check. 
The definition of (Tx, y, z)(t, s) A has been carefully arranged so that the 
conclusion of the W-equality rule is automatically valid, provided the two sides of 
the equality are defined. So it suffices to check that 
(Tx, y, z)(sup(a, b), d) ^  
is defined and belongs, in the model, to C(w:sup(h,b)) assuming that the 
hypotheses of the rule are valid. By definition, (Tx, y ,z ) (sup(a,b) ,d)^~ 
~(x: ~:/~, z:Av. r({~}(v))) so it suffices, by the hypotheses of the rule, to check 
~hat he (discharged) assumptions of the rule are valid, with x, y, z replaced by 
& "[5, Av . r({f)}(v)). With this substitution, the first two discharged assumptions 
become the other two hypotheses of the rule, so they are valid by induction 
hypothesis. The third discharged assumption becomes 
Av. r({~}(v)) e ~r(/~, Av. C(w: {b}(v))). 
'Fo check the validity of this, we have to show that if Fv~¥~v ~/~, then ,r({/;}(v)) 
C(w:{/;}(v)) holds in the model. We know that MW~v~{B}(a)  implies MW~ 
{/~}(v) e oJ(A,/~), and that all these {t;}(v) were put into w(A,/3) at an earlier stage 
than sup(a, b). Hence, by induction hypothesis, (Tx, y, z)({~}(v), d)e d(w :{~}(v)) 
holds in the model, i.e. ~'({/;}(v))e C(w :{/~}(v)) holds, which was what we had to 
show. This completes the verification of the W~equality rule, and so of the first 
W-elimination rule. Now consider the second W-elimination rule. Suppose the 
hypotheses of the rule are valid in the model. Then ~ has the form sup(8,/~), 
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where the hypotheses of the first W-imroduction rule are valid in the model. By 
the W-equality rule, which we have already checked, we have 
MWg(Tx, y, z)(sup(a, b), d)" 
= d(x :d ,  y:/;, z :Av. r({~;f(v,i}< C(w: sup(a, 1~)) 
and the same equation with f in place of d. Our desired conclusion m the equality 
of the two left members: 
MW¢(Tx ,  y, z)(sup(a, b), d)" = (Tx, y, z )(sup(a, bl, ]'F c C(w :sup(£/~)). 
By the equality rules', it suft]ccs to check the equality of the two right--hand 
members, i.e. to prove 
MW~ d(x : d, y : O, z : 4v. rt{b}(v))') 
=[(x:  d, y:/~, z: ,~v, r({b}tv~))c d(w:sup~£ g)! 
This will follow from the hypotheses of the rule, provided that we verify the 
discharged assumptions to be valid in the model, when x, y, z m'e replaced by 
a, b, Av. r({b}(v)) r,~spectively. With this substitution, the first two discharged 
assumptions become the conditions =~vhich were noted above to hold since e has 
the form sup(&/~). The third condition becomes the same as the one we had to 
ched, above in verifying the W-equality rule, and is checked by repvati~lg that 
argument. [] 
Next we show how to model MLI. Choose tJ" = (6, 1). We shall define a model 
MI. Let M~x¢ 0 just in case Mk.x  type, where M is our model of ML0. Let 
M, ~x -- y ~ 0 iff Mgx ~ y. Now define the model M~ by the same clauses as for 
M, except adding the clauses Mx~r  set and the clauses for membership and 
equality in 0 just given. The result is 
Theorem 3.2.2. M I is a model of ML~. 
Choosing 0,~ :: (6, n), we can in like fashion construct models M, of ML, and 
models M,,W of ML, W. We shall not write out the details. 
3.3. Connection to modified realizability 
In this section, we shall prove a lemma connecting satisfaction i  our models of 
bdartin-LSf's theories with a well-known realizability interpretation, so far as 
implication-free sentences of HA"• are concerned. The class of implication-free 
sentences, by definition, contains all sentences of HA '~ without impl ication--  but 
note that negation is allowed. (Or if negation is not taken as primitive, then those 
occurrences of implication which express a negation are allowed; similarly if 
disjunction is not taken as primitive, then the instances of implication eeded to 
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express it should be allowed.) This is quite an extensive dass of formulae, from a 
practical point of v iew-- i t  certainly includes all the sentences about which we 
wish to prove consistency and independence r sults. 
The interpretation in question is Kreisel's modified realizability, followed by the 
interpretation of HA°' in HA by the extensional effective operations E, intro- 
duced in Section 1.1. above (or the related version HEO of Troestra [27], which is 
a general reference for information about realizability; HEO,. is not, however, 
literally the same as E,). We shall denote this composite interpretation by 
mr-HEO, to conform with the usual notation, but we literally use the effective 
operations E~ and not HEO~. 
Proposilion 3.3. For implication-free formulae A of HA°': A is mr-HEO realized 
if]' M~(tcA ' )  for some t, where A" is the translation of HA °~ into MLo given in 
Section 2.4, and M is any of the models of Martin-LSf' s systems constrt,xted above. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of A. The atomic case offers the most 
difficulties. In Section 2.4, we have assigned a term t" of IvlI.o to each term t of 
HA'°; and we have assigned, in constructing M, a number t to each term t of 
ML0, In constructing (A)HEO (the interpretation f A in HEO), it is necessary to 
assign to each term t of HA w a number which plays the role e f t  in the effective 
operations. It will be convenient to take this number to be (t')" inspection of the 
usual construction will show that this number will work. Next, one proves by 
simultaneous induction on the type tr that n~E,, iff M~n ~ 7P~, and R~(n, m) iff 
Men = m~ "/"~. Now, if t and s are terms of HA '° of type or, then 0 = s)rmo is by 
definition ir(~((F) ^, (s')^), which holds iff M¢(t')  ^ = (s')"s T,~. This in turn is true 
iff M~OEI((T~) ~, (t')^,(s')^), which in other words is M~O~((t=s)')C Thtls 
(t = S)HEO is equivalent to M~O~((t=s)')". This estaMishes the atomic case. 
Consideration of the case of compound A reveals that we must in fact prove a 
somewhat stronger theorem by induction on the complexity of A. It would be nice 
if realizing numbers e of A corresponded exactly to numbers e such that 
M~e ~ (A')~; and we could arrange it to be so by some minor redefinitions of 
mr-HEO and assuming some special properties of the indexing of recursive 
functions. But what is in general so, without ad hoc definitions, is that there is an 
effective means of passing back and forth between umbers e that mr-realize A
and numbers e such that M~e~A' .  Let us express M~e~(A ' )  ^ by saying e 
ccmstructs A" in Mr. For example, in the atomic case, if e realizes A, then 0 
constructs A" in M, and vice-versa, if e constructs A" in M, then 0 realizes A. In 
general, we will introduce for each formula A, two recursive functions fa and ga 
which will have the property tha~ ff e realizes A, then fie) constructs A in M, and 
if e constructs A in M, then g(e) mr-HEO realizes A. We will define fA and g^ 
assuming they are defined when the subscript formula has lower complexity, and 
establish their property by induction on the complexity of A. Moreover, f and g 
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must also take as arguments any free variables of A and kK We write 'e realizes 
B(x)' where x is a number  to mean (Bo)~mo(e, x), where the mr- interpretation f 
B is 3x Bo(x). One technicality here i~'~ this: we take the version of mr-realizebility 
which requires that this x be a single (functional) variable, and not just a str.ng of 
variables. 
There is another technicality: the basis clause in the mr- interpretat ion may be 
taken as A ° is A for negative A, or as the same clause for A atomic'. The former 
is more usual, but to simplify matters we choose the latter. It is easy to show that 
the same formulae will be mr -HEO realized, whichever definition we take. 
SupiJose A is -nB. Let x be a list of the free variables of B. Define fa(e, x)= 
gA(e,):)=AwO. Suppose emr-HEO realizes A. We claim fA(e,x) constructs 
A'(x) in M. Suppose M~w6(B')". By induction hypothesis, gB(w, x) mr -HEO 
realizes B(x), which is absurd, since e realizes --lB. t tence M ~ w ~ (B')"  is absurd; 
hence 0 constructs .L in M under the assumption that w constructs B in M. 
Hence AwO constructs B in M, which was what we had to prove~ Now suppose e 
constructs A(x) in M;  we claim gA(e, x) mr -HEO realizes A(x). Suppose w 
mr -HEO realizes B(x). Then by induction hypothesis, f~(w, x) constructs B(x) in 
M, which is absurd, since e constructs the negation of B. Hence B(x) is not 
mr -HEO realized. Hence gA(e, X) realizes A(x), provided that it is an effective 
operation of the correct type. To check that: suppose w is of the right type to 
(potentially) realize B(x). Then {ga(e, x)}(w) has to be defined and of the right 
type to (potentially) realize ±. But it is, since {ga(e, x)}(w) = 0, regardless of what 
w is. (I(: is this point that fails for a rb i t ra~ implications.) 
Suppose A is B v C. A construction of a disjunction in M is a pair (0, p) where 
p constructs B, or a pair (1, q} where q constructs B. One has some freedom of 
choice in the definition of mr -HEO for d i s junct ions - -one  may as well assume 
that ff ¢mrBvC, ther~ f is a pair (n, (g, h)) with n =0 or 1 and g mr B or m mr C 
according as n is 0 or 1. But there is a technical complication here. If one wants, 
in ' f  m A' ,  that t' is a single functional (not a finite sequence of functionals), then 
one has to use pairing functions that pair objects of different types. That's not a 
problem, but then when these objects are coded as numbers via the effective 
operations, in general the code of a pair is not the pair of the codes. However, it is 
closely related. For each pair of types o-, ~- there is a recursive function p,~., such 
that p~,.,(x, y) is the code in HEO of the pair of objects of type {r, "r respectively of 
which x and y are the codes. There will also be functions left and right (depending 
on or,-r) such that 
p~.,(left(e), right(e)) = e 
wtienever e belongs to U~, where ~ is the one of or, "r of higher level. 
Returning to the case when A is Vv  (7, let x be the list of free variables of B, y 
those of C, and z the composite list of free variables of A (rearranged in order of 
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appearance in A, with duplications eliminated). We define (with ~ as above) 
ga(e, z) = po.e((W)o, p~,.,(gB((e)l, x) if (e)0 =0 else AxO, 
gc((eh, Y) if (eh = 1 else Ax. 0)); 
fa(e, z) = {left(e), fA(left(right(e)), x) /f left(e) = 0 else 
fc(right(ri-,ht(e)), y)). 
Then it is easy to see that ga transforms constructions e of B v C into realizers, 
and fa transforms realizers into constructions. 
Suppose A is B & C, Let x, y, z be as above. Define 
ga(e, z) = p,,.~(gB((e)o, x), gc((e)l, Y)), 
fa(e, z) = (fr~ (left(e), x), fc(right(e), y)). 
The desired property is easily checked. [] 
4. Non-derlvaMRty of 'all functions continuous' 
4.1. Refutability of continuity on N N 
We shall show in this section that MLo actually refutes continuity on N N, 
althongh in later sections we wdl see that continuity on 2 N and on the reals is 
independent. The results of this section have very little to do (directly) with 
Martin-L6f's systems: since ML,  contains (in the precise sense of Lemma 2.4) the 
system HA " + AC+Ext ,  whatever the latter theory refutes is already refuted in 
MLo. We have already applied this method to show that ML0 refutes CF; now we 
apply it to continuity, again using a theorem of Troelstra. 
If f :  N N --~ N, we say m is a modulus for f at y ~ N N provided whenever v c N N 
satisfies ~5(m) = f(m), i.e. the first m values of v and y agree, then f(v) =f(y).  Let 
Mod(f, y, m) be the natural formula of HA ~ expressing this. Then Cont(N N, N) or 
lust Cont is the formula, 
(Cont) V/2 Vy 1 3too Mod(£ y, m). 
We denote by CONT the expression Cont" which transmtes Cont into MLo. 
Lemma 1.2.2 can be used directly to show that Cont is not mr -HEO realized, 
and hence fails in the model. We shall apply this method in the case of 2 N and R;  
but in the present case of N N, more is true: 
Theorem 4.1. ML. derives (-~CONT) true, i.e. for some term t, it de~ives t c 
-aCONT. 
Proof. It suffices to show HA ° '+Ext+ AC refutes Cont. This is a theorem of 
Troelstra [28]. [] 
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Remarks, It is interesting to compare the proofs of Lemma 1.2.2 and Theorem 
4.1 (in Troelstra [28]). The latter does not generalize to 2 ~s, while the former 
does. 
4.2. Underivability of continui~, on 2 N 
Our first observation is that it is possible to speak about functions from 2 t" to N 
in HA '°, even though HA ~ does not have variables ranging directly over 2 N. This 
observation rests on the mathematical fact that every function from 2 N to N can 
be extended to a function from N N to N. For a technical reason, we have to be 
more explicit about this: Let H be a function of type (1, 1) defined by 
H(f)(n) = min(f(n), 1). 
Then H is given by a term of HA '°, which we shall also call H. H is a map from 
N N onto 2 N which fixes 2 N pointwise; moreover, H is continuous. Thus an 
arbitrary function F from 2 N to N can be extended to a function from N N to N: 
namely, one such extension is Af. F(H(f)). We may then properly formtflate the 
statement that all functions from 2 4 to N are continuous by 
Cont(2 N, N): Vf2Vx 1 3m ModfAu. f(H(u)), x, m) 
where Mod(f, x, m) is the formula 
Vy t ( f (m) ~ g(rn) v f(x) = f(y)). 
Note that ~(m)=o~r(x(0) . . . . .  x(m- - l ) )  is given by a primitive recursive term. 
Hence Mod is an implication-free formula. Hence Cont(2 N, N) is an implication- 
free formula; this fact is useful because we want to apply the equivalence between 
mr -HEO and satisfaction in our recursive models of Martin-L6f's theories. 
Lemma 4.2. (i) There is in E3 no index of a function F such that F(y) is a modulus 
of continuity at AxO for every, index y of an effective operation from 2 '` 4 to N. 
(ii,t Cont(2 N, N) is not mr-HEO realized. 
Theorem 4.2;. CONT(2 N, N) is not derivable in any of IVlartin-L6f's theories. 
Proof of |emma and theorem. The theorem follows from the Iemma by Proposi- 
tion 3.3, since Cont(2 N, N) is implication-free. Part (ii) of the lemma follows from 
part (i), noting that Mod(f, x, m) is equivalent o a negative formula, since the 
disjnnction occurs between decidable stalements. It remains only to prove part (i) 
of tile lemma. Note that the proof of 1.2. t does not carry over directly, since we 
used the 'roominess' of N N in defining the specific function in that proof. To get 
around this obstacle, we use a recursion-theoretic curiosity discovered by Kleene: 
a primitive rectirsive binary tree which is well-founded with respect o recursive 
descending sequences, but has infinitely many nodes. Such a tree can be found in 
Kleene [17], Specker [26], and constructively in Kleene and Vesley [18, §9.3] and 
Beeson [3]. 
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Now we imitate Section 1.2,2, using Kleene's tree R at the appropriate place. 
Suppose e is in E3 and represents a modulus functional as in the lemma. Let c be 
an i~dex of the identically zero function (thought of as in E2). Let n be such that 
T(e, c, n). Define z by the recursion theorem: To compute {z}(y), first compute 
the frst n+l  values of {y}. If any of these is different from 0, set {z}(y) --: 0. 
Otherwise the vNue of {z}(y) will depend on the least k such that the sequence 
<{y}(n + 1) . . . . .  {y}(n + k)) lies outside the tree R. By the properties of R, some 
such k exists. The value {z}(y) will be zero unless {e}(z) converges to {e}(c) in less 
than k steps. In that case it will be 1. That completes the definition of z. Now we 
claim that z is in E2. Let y be in El.  Then the clauses of the definition (and the 
properties of R) guarantee that {z}(y) is defined. (In particular there is no 
problem if y is not in 2 N, for when it takes a value other than 0 or 1, it will run 
out of the tree R.) As in Section t.2.1, only the values of {y} are used, so z is in 
E2. Since we have assumed e represents a modulus of continuity functional, {e}(z) 
is defired, say it is m, and m is a modulus of continuity for z at AxO. Suppose 
m={e}(c). Then {z}(y)=0 for every y in /?'1. By the extensionality of e, 
m={e}(z)={e}(c), contradiction. Hence m={e}(c). Now let ] be such that 
T(e, z, ]), and let k be larger than j. Let y be a total index such that {y}(x) = 0 for 
x ~ n, and the sequence ({y}(x) . . . . .  {y}(n +k))  still lies inside the tree R. It is 
possible to choose such a y since R has infinitely many nodes. Moreover we may 
choose y to be an index of a function i ,  2 rq. Then {z}(y)= l, while {z}(Ax0)= 0, 
Yet {y} and {Ax0} agree for the first m values, since m={e}(c)~n where 
T(e, c, n). This conlradicts the assumption that {e}(z) was a modulus of continuity 
for e at AxO, aJ~d proves the theorem. [2] 
4.3. Underivability of coeatnuity on the reals 
We first discuss the formalization of the reals in HA ' .  The rationals may be 
assigned integer codes in such a way that every integer is a code of some rational, 
and the arithmetic functions and order relations on the rationals are reflected by 
primitive recursive functions on the codes. We may then define the reals by the 
formula 
R(f): Vn, m(lf(nt-t'(m)t<(n+ 1) -~ +(m + 1)~)). 
This formalizes lhe reals after Bishop [10]. The order relations of the reals and 
absolute value may also be expressed in HA '° using Bishop's definitions. 
As in the case of 2 N, there is a natural map H from N N onto the set of 
members of N N satisfying R(f). Namely, H(y) is the sequence of rationals 
which agrees with y until the condition R(f) is violated, and then remains 
constant. The function H is given by a primitive recursive term, which we also call 
H. For intelligibility, we shall make use of the abbreviations: 
Vxr~4~(x) means Vx ~b(H(x)), 
3xI~d)(x) means 3x &(H(x)) 
where x is a type I variable. 
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Let x =n Y be a formula defining the relation of equality on the reals, namely 
Va(tx(n) -  y(n)l ~< 2(n + 1 )-1). 
Define the formulae: 
Funcff): gxn(R(f(x)))  & Vx j* gy r~ (x =t~y ~ f(x) =Rf{Y)), 
x<y:  ~n(x(n)+(n+l) - - '<y(n)) ,  
x 5kRy: x<yvy<x,  
• . J -  SFunc(f): VxR(R(f(x)) & Vx :~ Vy r~ ([(x) ¢R/( ;  : - "  x t-r~Y,- 
~SFunc' means 'strong functionality'. Taking tm contrapositive of the second 
clause in SFunc(f), we see that every strong function is a function. Observe that 
since the implicatior~ in the fornmla SFunc is between two 2~] formulae, SFunc is 
logically equivalent to an implication-free formula. 
Continuing with defi~aitions of formulae. 
Cont(f): vxr~Ve°>O38°>OV/~"( Ix - -y l< ,3 -~I f (x ) - f (y ) l<e) .  
Again, the implication in Cont(/) is between two E~' formulae, so Cont(f) is 
equivalent to an implication-free formula. 
Cont(R, R): gfX(Func(f) --+ Cont(f)) 
ContS(R, R): Vf;(SFunc(f)--,Cont(f)) 
Let CONT(R, R) and CONTSIR, R) be the translations of these formulae into 
MLo. 
Theorem 4,3, C_:ONT(R, R) and CONTS(R, R) are underivable in any of Martin- 
L//f's systems. 
Proof. Since every strong function is a function, the continuity of all functions 
would imply the continuity of att strong functions. So it will sut~ce to demonstrat~' 
that CONTS(R, R) is underivable. Suppose that it were derivable, i.e. for some 
term t, one of Martin-Lgf's ystems derives t~ CONTS(R, R). Then this is ttue in 
appropriate one of our recursive models, call it ~/. That means that there is a 
number ] such that whenever f is in E~.~ and p constructs SFune(f) in M (in the: 
sense defined in the proof of Proposition 3.3), we have {{j}(f)}(p) constructs 
Cont(f) in M, and moreover e is extensional in the sense that if f and g are equal 
as elements of E2, then {j}ff) and {j}(g). are equal constructions of SFunc(()--~ 
Cont(/) in M. We have observed above that SFunc and Cont are (equivalent to) 
implication-fr~:e formulae of HA ~. Hence, Proposition 3.3 tells us that we can 
effectively transform constructions of SFunc and Cont in M into mr-HEO 
realizers, and vice-versa. Moreover, if SFunc(f) is true, then it is rnr-HEO 
realized; in fact, this is uniformly true: there is a number k such that 
SFunCHEO(f)--~ {k}(f) mr-HEO SFunc(f) is provable in HA. This follows from the 
logical form of SFunc(f), which is Vz 3n Q(z, n, f) where O is quantifier-free, and 
z is a (string of) functionals. We can take {k}(f) = Az. ~*nO,Eo(Z, n, f). Since O is 
quantifier-free, QHEo is recursive, it follows that if f is in Ez and SFuncHEo(t), 
then f can be recursively transformed into a conslruction P(f) of SFunc(f) in M. 
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Moreover, if f arm g are equa! members of E~lm, then {k}(f) and {k}(g) are equal 
as members of E,, where ~r is the appropriate type for modified realizers of 
SFunc(f). Inspection of the proof of Proposition 3.3 reveals that the transforma- 
tion between mr-HEO realizers of ~b and constructions of & in M preserves 
equality in the appropriate senses. From this we conclude that if f and g are equal 
as members of E,a~, and SFuncHEo(f) and SFuncHEo(f), then P(f) and P(g) are 
equal constructiuns of SFunc(() in M, i,e. M~P( f ) -  P(g)~ Func'(f). Now define 
f ( f )  = {{j}(f)}(P(f)). 
Then F is a recursive function such that, if f is in E2 and SFuncm~:o is true, then 
F(f) is a cor~struction f Cont(f) in M. Moreover, F is extensional in the sense that 
if f and g m e eqaal as elements of E2, then F(f) and F(g) are equal constructions 
of Cont(f) in /vl. 
We have already observed that Cont(f) is implication-free, so that constructions 
of Cont(f) can be recursively transformed into mr-HEO realizers of Cont(f) and 
vice-versa. It is also an easy exercise to show that an mr-HEO realizer of Cont(f) 
may be recursively transformed into a modulus of continuity for f, in the sense of 
a function producing 6 from e and an x in E> (Note that we use e, ,3 as type 0 
variables for coded rationals.) Moreover, two equal realizers of Cony f) transform 
into modulus-of-continuity functions which are equal as effective operations of 
type I(0, 1), 0). Composir~g these transformations with the recursive function F, we 
find a recursive function G such that 
(i) if f~ Eo..~ ~ and SFuncHr..o(f), then G(f) is a modulus-of-contintfity function 
for f; 
(ii) if f and g are equal elements of E(l,t~ and SFuncvmo(() and SFuncm~c~(g), 
then G(f) and G(g) are equal effective operations of type ((0, 1), 0). 
Setting ~: = ½ and looking only at the argument x = At,. 0 of f, we obtain from G 
a recursive index e such that 
(1) if f~E(~,,~ and SFuncnEo(f), then {e}(f) is defined, and is a modulus of 
continuity 6 for f at the identically zero argument for e = ~; 
(2) if f and g are equal members of E(~., and SFuncHeo(f) and SFuncHeo(g), 
filch {e}(f) =: {e}(g). 
Our work is now reduced to the purely recursiom.theoretic task of showing that 
no such e can exist. This is analogous to what we did for continuity on 2 N, but we 
now have |o find a replacement for the argmnent involving Kleene's tree on 2"*. 
The replacement involves coverings of an interval: the interval [a, b] in the 
recursive reals can be covered by (the union of) a sequence of closed intervals ~ 
with total length less than ½(b-a). Each I, has rational endpoints, and the 
sequence of these endpoints is recursive. The construction goes back to Lacombe 
[2l]. For a constructive proof see Beeson [4] or Beeson [9]. 
Let c be AxAxO, so that c is an index of the identically zero function from R to 
R. Let {e}(c) converge in k steps, that is T(e, c, k), and let N be larger than k. 
Since we are using the usual T-predicate, k must be larger than {e}(c). If we think 
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of {e}(c) as (coding) a rational, the denominator of that rational cannot be larger 
than the code {e}(c). Writing < for the (coded) order relation on the rationals, we 
have 
(3) {e}(c) > 1/k, 
Let =R be the equality relation on the recursive reals. Let // be a covering of 
[0, I/k] with the properties discussed above, Let F i be a 'spike function' which is 
zero except on /~-, and rises linearly from both endpoints of lj to a height 1 in the 
center of / / .  Let 
1 if r(e,f,j) ~ U(j)={e}(c),  
"Yi(f)= 0 otherwise. 
We will define an index f which will turn out to have the following property, for 
recursive reals x: 
0 if x >I l/k, 
(4) {f}(x)=R EL ,  Yi(f)Fi(x) it" x~ l/k. 
We cannot use the recursion theorem directly to define f satisfying (4), because 
the two cases on the right are not recursively distinguishable. It is a technical 
point, but we have to prove that a function G(x, f) can be defined (thinking of f as 
a number parameter) to satisfy the right-hand side of this equation. 
To make sure G can be defined, we use the lemma that if h and g are two 
(p¢intwise) continuous functions on intervals [a, c] and [c, b] respectively, and 
both take the value 0 at c, then there is a function defined on [a, b] which agrees 
with both h and g on their dor,ains. This lemma is constructively provable, and so 
is true of the functions given b~ ~-eursive operations as welI. In order to apply it 
to produce G, we need to know that g(x, f)=}~ %(f)Fi(x) is continuous in x oe the 
interval [0, 1/k]. Since the slopes of the/-:] cannot be prevented from increasing as 
] increases, one way to show that g is continuous at x would be to bound (from x) 
the imtices j such that x can possibly belong to/i- Such a bound is given in Beeson 
[4], and the construction will be simplified in Beeson [g~. Note that refinements on 
Lacombe's 1.955 construction are certainly needed. Hence, g is continuous, and a 
function G(x, f) can be defined as required. 
We are still not finished with technicalities, however, for we have to ensure that 
if T(e, f, j) & U( j )= {e}(c) never holds, so that 3'.,(f)= 0 for all j, then {/}(x) is not 
only =R 0 but is in fact equal to AxO in the sense of Et, i.e. is an index of the 
identically zero sequence. (It is convenient o suppose that the integer 0 is the 
code of the rational 0.) In that case, however, both the clauses which G should 
satisfy are definitions of the identically zero function, and when written out in the 
natural way will have the desired property. 
Use the recursion theorem to introduce a recursive index f such that 
(5) {f}(x) = G(x, f). 
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This f will satisfy (4), as well as the additional properties mentioned. In particular, 
SFunc(f) holds, since G(x, f) is even continuous in x. By (t), {e}([) is defined, arid 
{e}(c) is defined° Suppose {e}(f)7~{e}(c). Then all the "Yi(f) are zero, and by our 
construction of it; {f}(x) is an index of the identically zero sequence of numbers, 
for all recursive reals x. That is, c and f are equal effective operations of type 
(1, 1). Hence by (2), {e}(c) = {e}(f), contradicting our assumption that {eI(f) -~ {e}(c ~. 
Hence in fact {e}(f)={e}(c). Let j be such that T(e,;¢;]). Then N = l, and all 
the other y~ are zero, since only one j can satisfy T(e, f, j). Hence f is an index of 
a 'spike' function which is zero outside I i, and rises to a hei~,ht of 1 in the middle 
of I i. But the interval I i is contained in [0, l /k].  Hence any 6 which would serve as 
modulus of continuity for x == 0 and e = ~ nmst be smaller ~han l/k. But by (3), 
1/k<{e}(c), and we have proved {e}(c)={e}(f), so 1/k<{e}(f). Hence {e}(f) 
canno: be a modulus of continuity/'or e =½ for f at x = Aug, contradicting (1). 
I iematks. Since HA° '+ Ext + ACtq, is contained in MLo, this system also does J~c,t 
prove Cent(R, R). A modification of the above argument can be used to establish 
directly that Cent(R, R) is not mr -HEO realized. 
5. Consistency of 'all functions continuous' 
5.1. Some more genera! models of Martin-L6f's systems 
B/ an enumerative system we mean a nodel of the theory APP of Feferman 
[13]. That is, an enumerative system is a set S equipped with a partial binary 
operation (written xy) and two fixed elements k and ~ such that the usual 
formulae of combinatory logic hold (association is to the lef:): 
kxy = x, 
sxyz ~ (xz)(yz) 
where ~-- means that if one sid." is defined, so is the other and they are equal. In 
addition, an enumerative system is supposed to have a fixed eleme,at 0 and a 
cow,slant sN to play the role of successor; the 'integers' of the system are thus not 
neccss~rily those defined by the tricks of combinatory logic. 
The most familim- enumerative system is the integers with the application 
operation {/}(x). There exist, however, many other interesting and useful 
enumerative systems. For example, there is the 'graph model' ,-if Plotkin and Scott 
(see [9, 29, 30] for more details). 
A function f from N to N is called representable in the enumerative system S 
provided there is an element e of S such that e2 = f(x) for every integer x, where 
Y is the representative in S o~" the integer x, namely 0 = 0, x + 1 = sN~. We say c 
represents f. Let F be a member of the enumerative system S such that Ff is an 
integer of S whenever f represents a function from N to N. Then we say F is an 
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operation from N N to N in S. It is obvious wha~ we mean by saying F is 
continuous. 
Lemma 5.1.1. There is an enumerative system S such that 
(i) every function from N to N is representable in S; 
(ii) e~ery operation from N r" to N in S is continuous. 
Proofo In Beeson [9] it is proved that we can take S to be the 'graph model'. (In 
Beeson [5], Theorem 1.2.1, another enumerative system with the same properties 
is constructed, but the construction should be modified, taking a simpler intcrpre- 
tat/on of the integers in S, instead of using the combinatorially defined integers.) 
This completes the proof. [] 
The c,:tinary enumerative system of recursive functions on the integers has 
property (ii), by Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield's theorem. But it does not have 
property (i), which will prevent the pathological phenomena ssociated witl~ 
Kteene's tree. In particular, since (classically) continuity implies uniform con- 
tinuity, every funclion from N N to N represented in S is uniformly continuous on 
compact subsets of N N, 
If E is any enumerative system, we ca:a define the E-effective operations, by 
imitating the definition in Section 1.1 above. Thus the E-effective operations of 
type 1 are those elements e of E such that e(x) is an integer of E whenever x is 
an integer of E. Every E-effective operation of type 2 is an operation from N N to 
N in E, but in general there will be non-extensional operations from N N to N in 
E, which therefore will not be E-effective operations of type 2. This is not, 
however, the case in the enumerative system of Lemma 5.1. 
In verifying that the recursive model M of Martin-Lbf's ystems is a model, one 
uses only the recursion theorem and other elementary properties of the recursive 
functions, which are shared by all enumerative systems. Hence we may use the 
E-effective operations to define a model M-E of ML0, and similarly, to define 
models M,-E  and M~W-E of ML,, and ML~W. Also, Proposition 3.3 will extend, 
so that mr-E reali.zability corresponds to validity in these models for implication- 
free sentences of HA' .  
5.2. The fan-functional and continuity on 2 ~ 
It will be convenient to assume a primitive recursive coding of sequences of 0 
and 1 such that every number codes such a sequence. Let t c s mean that the 
sequel~ce t is an initial segment of s. We say a is a neighborhood function 
(associate, in Kleene's terminology) if 
(i) V [3 E 2 ~ 3m (a(~(m))  > 0), 
(ii) a ( t )~0 & t=s- -*a(s )= ~(t). 
In that case we say a is an as:~ociate of F :2  ~' --* N if F(/3) = ce (/3(m))--1 whenever 
this is nonnegative. 
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A modulus furu:tion, d M is a functional such that M(F,/3) is a modulus of 
continuity for F at ~ whenever the type 1 function /3 is in 2 N. We have proved 
already that no modulus functional M can be given by an effective operation. 
However, we will show that this result depends on phenomena ssociated with 
Kleene's singular tree. Unlike the case of N N, where Troelstra's theorem show 
that (if ACre.) p.o extensional modulus functional can exist, 2 N does have an 
extensional modulus functional, under certain assumptions. This functional is a 
familiar object in intuitionism: it is the fan-functional; we will construct it below. 
By the fan theorem we mean 
(FF) (s c t & R(s) -~ R(t)) & V.f  e 2 N 3 n t~ N R( f (n )  --~ 3 m ~ N V f e 2NR(f(m)).  
Let UC(2 N, N) bc the statement in HA °' which says eveEe function from 2 N to 
N is uniformly continuous. Specifically, 
UC(2 '~, N): VF"- ::Ira V y ~ 2 N V u e 2N(f(m) -~: a(m) \ /F (y)  = Fta)). 
Here V u ~ 2 N qS(u) abbreviates 4~(H(u)), where H is as in the fi~t paragraph of 
Section 4.2, i.e. a map given by a term of ! tA  '~ which maps N N onto 2 N, fixing 2 N 
pointwise. Observe that UC(2 N, N) is an implication-free formula. 
UC(2 N, N) follows from Cont(2 N, N) together with FT. 
A uniform-mod~alus functional T is a fm~ctionat of type 3 such that for F of type 
2, T(F) is a modulus of uniform continuity for F, i.e. T(F) is the m in UC(2 N, N). 
Lemma 5.2.1 (Existence ~:,f the fan functional). Suppose FI', and suppose that 
there is a functo~nat F of tyi:e (2, 1) such that for each ]2, F(f2) is an associate of f2. 
~eH 
(i) there is an extensional uniform-modulus funcaonal (for functions on 2N); 
(ii) there is an exwnsional uniform-modulus functional. 
Proof. Ad (i): In fact we shall prove more: we shall construct he least modulus of 
continuity M(f, y) for f at y. If we can show this functional exists, it is clearly 
extensional, fox" it is given by M(f, y) =/xm V/3 ~ 2 ~ (/~(m) = f(m) .--> f(/3) ---" f(y)), 
and only the values of f and y enter into this formula. 
Define a bar to be a finite set to . . . . .  t, of sequences of 0 and 1 such that 
V c~ ~ 2 N 3 j ~< n (~i c a). Whether or not a finite set of sequences constitutes a bar 
can be recursively decided, for example by first discarding :;ny sequences which 
are initia; segments of others in the set, and then computin,  the measure of the 
disjoint union of neighborhoods so determined, namely I~2 -j' ~',) where lh(t) is the 
length of the sequence t. The set constitutes a bar iff this sum is 1 or more. 
Now, to compute M(f, y): first find Fff), which we call g -  an associate of f. 
Next compute g(t) for t = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  (but thinking of t as a finite sequence of 0 
and l's). Stop only when the computation has revealed a bar to . . . . .  t,, such that 
V c~ e 2N3 j~  n (t i c: ~ & g(t/)>0). This already gives us some modulus for [, hut 
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it depends on b2 However, from such a bar, the least modulus M(f; y) is easily 
computed, by first finding t i c y with g0}) -~ 0, and then e×aminb~g initial segmcn-;.s 
of t i to see if they could serve as a modulus for f; that ca~x be checked by 
examining their extensions in the bar, of which there are only finitely many. 
It remains only to check that our procedure for computing M(f, y) actually 
converges. For that we need FF: si,lce V a c 2 N :In g(g~(n) ¢- 0), by FT we have 
3m V a c 2 N g(&(m))¢ 0. Hence, by the time we examine all sequences of length 
m (of which there are finitely many) we will find the required bar. 
Ad (ii): Let y be arbitrary, for example y =,~x0. In the process of computing 
M(F, y), we find a bar to . . . . .  t,, such that each t i determines the values of F on all 
functions with t i as initial segment. From this bar we can read of the least 
modulus of uniform continuity. That is certainly extensional. 
Theorem 5.2, FF+UC(2r" ,N)  is consistent with all of Martin-L6f's theories 
ML,, W. 
Proof. Let S be the enumerative system discussed above. We shall show that FI '  
and UC(2 N, N) hold in the models based on S. 
The first step in the proof is to reduce matters to considering whether certain 
(implication--free) statements of HA" are mr-realized in the S-effective opera- 
tions. UC(2 N, N) is already in the language of HA ' ,  but FF  is a schema. Howe ~r, 
in the presence of ACFT, FT is equivalent o: all functions on 2 N to N are 
bounded. More precisely: in any theory T which can define the finite types, if 
ACF-r holds in T for all formula of 7, then FI" (for all formulae) follows from 'all 
functions on 2 N to N are bounded'. This is proved, for instance, [5, p. 3t62: this 
proof can also be carried out in MLo. Since UC(2 ~:, N) follows from FT and 
Cont(2 N, N), it suffices to check that Cont(2 N, N) and 'all functions from 2 N to N 
are bounded' are mr-realized in the S-effective operations and are imv)lication- 
free. We have checked in the first paragraph of Section 4.2 that Cont(2 ~, N) is 
implication-free. We can express 'All functions from 2 N to N are boun(Jed' by 
VF 2 ::Ira Vf  ~ (F(H(f)) <~ m) 
where H is as in the first paragraph of Section 4.2; this is manifestly implication- 
free. So it remains only to verify that these two formulae are mr-realized in the 
S-effective operations. 
First observe that FF is true in the S-effective operations, since every type 1 
object is represented in S, and FT is true. Second: it is proved in Beeson [9, 
Chapter VII that there is an operation F in S (where S is the 'graph model') such 
that for all g of type 2 in & F(g) is an associate for g. (This is a!so true of the 
enumerative system S of Beeson [5], Theorem 1.2.1, if the integers are inter- 
preted more naturally.) From Lemma 5.2.1, it follows that there is an S-effective 
operation M which is a modulus functional. It follows that Cont(2 N, N) is 
mr-realized in the S-effective operations. 
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By Lemma 5.2.1(ii), there is also an S-effective operation T such that T is a 
uniform-modulus f nctional. Define for sequence numbers t : t* is a type-1 object 
with initial segment t, and values 0 for arguments ~lh(t). Define 
B(f)=max{f(t*): lh(¢)= T(f) and t is a sequence of 0 and 1}. 
Then B(f) is a uniform bound for f, and B is an S-effective operation, since it is 
extensional. It follows that 'all functions from 2 N to N are bounded' is mr- 
realized in the S-effective operations. [] 
5.3. Uniform continuity of real-valued functions on compact metric spaces 
We have seen that continuity from N N to N is refutable in MLo, while even 
uniform continuity from 2 ~ to N is consistent. What about continuity of functions 
from R to R? We know it is not provable, but is it consistent? It suffices, of 
course, to treat (uniform) continuity of functions on the unit interval. It turns out 
to be no more difficult to treat real-valued functions on an arbitrary compact 
metric space, so we consider !:he problem in that generality. Our main result in 
this section with uniform contznuity of all functions from a compact space to any 
separable metric space. 
The key to this result is the following theorem, which is not at all deep, but 
requires a careful consideration f 'standard forms' for compact spaces, by means 
of which compact metric spaces are reduced to homeomorphic spaces whose 
elements are members of N N, with a suitable metric. The proof may be found in 
Beeson [O]. 
Theorem $.3,t. (proved in informal constructive mathematics). Suppose all opera- 
tions from N N to N are extensional, and all functions from 2 N ~o N are uniformly 
continuous. Let X be a compact metric space, and Y be a separable metric space. 
Then all functions from X to Y are uniformly continuous. 
Remarks. The explicit meaning of the first hypothesis i , 
Vf 2 W ' V~ ~ (Vn(~ (n) = ~(n))  - *  f (a )  = f(~)).  
The only reason for stating this theorem in 'informal constructive mathematics' i  
to avoid discussing the details of how one discusses 'all compact metric spaces' in 
theories without set quantifiers. If X and Y are particular spaces which can be 
proved in a given theory to be compact and separable, respectively, then the 
theorem can be formalized for that particular the,,ry, in any theory as strong as 
HA". In particular, if UC(X, Y) is the formula expressing that all functions from 
X to Y are uniformly continuous, we have 
Corollary. (i) HA '~ +AC~ o+Ext proves UC(2 '~', N) - ,  UC(X, Y); 
(it) MLo derives t ~ (UC(2 N, N) -~ UC(X, Y)) for some term t. 
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ProoL (i) follows by formalizing Theorem 5.3.1. (fi) follows from (i) by Lemma 
2.4. 
rheorem 5.3.2. Let X and Y be particular metric spaces such that ML, W proves X 
is a compact metric space and Y is a separable metric space. Then ML, ,W is 
consistent with UC(X, Y). 
Proof. Follows immediately from (ii) of the corollary above, together with the 
consistency of UC(2 N, N), proved in Theorem 5.2. [] 
5.4. Consistency of 'no discontinuous functions on N N" 
We have shown that ML o refutes the statement that all functions on N N are 
continuous; but that was due to the lack of an extensional modulus functional, not 
to the presence of any discontinuous functional. Similarly, the refutation of 
Church's thesis was not due to the presence of a non-recursive function. These 
intuitions are made more precise by the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Al l  Ivlamn-Lbf's theories are consistent with "there are no discon- 
tinuous functions from I'4 "~' to N"  and with "them are no non-recursive functions 
from N to N".  
ProoL We begin by writing these statements a bit more formally. Namely, the 
first one is 
where 
Vf 2 Vy i -1Vm-nMod(f, v, m), 
Mod(f, y, m) is Vz l 7 ( : (m)  = f(m) & f(z) 7~ f(y)) 
which is t oth negative and implication-free. The second statement is
Vf  1 ~Vn 7Vm 3k (T(n, m, k )&  U(k)= f(m)) 
which is implication free. Hence, by Proposition 3.3, it suffices to show that these 
formulae are mr-HEO realized. Sir~ce the first statement is negative, it is true iff it 
is mr-realized, and since it is true in the effective operations, it is mr-HEO 
r~alized. 
"I~e second statement has an 3k in it, so we have to work out its mr- 
interpretation, which is 
Vf  ~ "~'¢n VK  1-7(T(n, m, K(m))  & U(K(m))= f(m)). 
This is also true in the effective operations, so "'tl~ere are no non-recursive 
functions from N to N"  is mr-HEO realized. [] 
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6. Continuity of provably well-defined fun~fions 
In Martin-L6f [22], the computability of normal forms of terms is used to show 
that if t ~ (N-o  N) can be derived in ML., for a closed term t, then t determines a 
recursive function. Going on to higher types, we now consider closed terms which 
can be proved to be of type 2. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose ML,, proves t ~ ((N ~* N) ~, N), or m:;re generally, suppose 
ML, proves "S is a complete separable metric space", "Y  is a separable metric 
space", and t E (X --, Y). Then t detemlines a continuous function from X to Y. 
Nemark. This theorem is a special case of a more general ~'esult. namely one 
concerning the 'local continuity' rule of Beeson [5]. The result is: if the hypothesis 
of th~[ rule LC(X, Y) is provable, then the conclusion is true. 
Proof. The proof in Beeson [5] shows how to derive these rules for any theory T 
which has the following property: We form an auxiliary theory Ta by choosing an 
elemem a of X, and adding to T a constant a and the axioms a(h) = h) whenever 
a(n) = m. The condition is that this theory Ta must have the numerical exflicit 
definability property. So in order to prove this theorem, we must let T be ML,,, 
form Ta in the manner described, and verify the explicit numerical definability 
property. That is, if 7k~ derives t eV  n e N A(n),  then Ta derives s e A(fi) for 
some s and some numerai ~L The explicit numerical definability property for ML,~ 
is derived in Martin-L6f [22] by proving that every closed term reduces to a 
closed normal term. Of course, the only closed normal terms of lype N are 
numerals, and the result follows from that. In order to prove the resuk for Ta in 
place of 7~; we need to check that the normalizability of terms still hold~ for Ta~ 
Martin-IJ5f's proof proceeds by assigning to each term t of his theory, terms t' 
and t" having certain properties. To extend his proof, we have to define a'  and a" 
in accordance with the conditions on p. t03 of Martin-L6f [22], under 'Con- 
stants'. Let N" be the set of closed normal terms of type N (i.e. the numerals); this 
is definable in ML~. Let Val be a term of ML~ defining the function Val(fi)= n 
from N" to N. Let Num be the inverse of Val, so that t(n) c N" [Num(n)/x(n ~ N) 
is derivable in ML~ for some term t. We want 
a'(x') = Num(a(Val(x'))) 
so that if x' is a numeral, a'(x) is the normal form of a(x'). Next we want to define 
a" in such a way that if x' is a numeral and x" is a proof that x' is a numeral, then 
a"(x', x") is a proof that a'(x') is a numeral. More formally, we want that 
x"~ N"(x') implies a"(x', x")~ N"(a'(x')) under the i~duct2ve assumption that x' is 
a numeral. Define a"(x',x")-t(a(Val(x'))),  where ~ is as above, so that t(n)~ 
N'[Num(n)/x] (n c N) is derivable. Then the desired property of .r~" follows in ML;. 
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Together with the rest of Maxtin-IRSf's proof in Martin+L6f [22], this completes 
the proof of the theorem. [] 
Remmcks. Strictly speaking, since we have made use of the normalization proof in 
Martin-Lgf [22J, we have oniy proved our theorem for the versions of ML, 
considered there+ Indeed, the versions given here will not satisfy the property that 
each terrn has a fixed unique type symbol. Nevertheless, the proof goes through 
for the systems considered here; just read "t is a term of type A" in the sense that 
t ~_ A is derivable. The other modifications of the proof will be obvious while one 
reads it. 
Extensions of the theorems to derived rides: Both the recursiveness of definable 
functions from N to N, an,el the continuity of definable functions of type 2, ought 
to be extended to derived ra!es, which would say that the conclusion (recursive- 
hess oc continuity) is actually prot)able. Rules of this type for other theories are 
established in Beeson [5,6]. For pointwise continuity rules, they will require a 
carefui formalization of the normalizatiou theorem. Uniform continuity rules wilt 
require techniques not here touched upon. 
7. Reeutsive mode~s for subsystems of intuifionJstic ZF 
Since Myhill [25] appeared, there has been considerable interest in 'construc- 
tive set theory', in the sense of Cantorian set theory with intuitionistic logic. I~l 
this approach to constructive s t theory, one considers et theories with extensior- 
ality+ Myhill [25], Friedman [15], and Beeson [6, 7] make some metamathematical 
studies of these theories, including defining some realizabilily interpretations, and 
interpreting some of these set theories in subsystems of analysis [15] and in 
Feferman's theories [7]. Aczel [2] has given an interpretation f constructive set 
theories (without power set) in Martin-L6f's theory ML> This is an interesting 
interpretation i itself, bm if we follow it by the recursive models of ML:, 
constructed in the first part of this paper, we get some extensional recursive 
rea!izability interpretations of constructive set theories which have not yet been 
c,Jnsidered. Alth.ough no metamathematical applications of these models will be 
here presented, t?,ey are interesting in their own right for the light they cast on the 
nature of the theories, and we have hopes that they wilt be useful in proving 
certain metathee : ms. 
We deal with set theories as formulated by Friedman [15]o The stroegest theory 
we shall consider here is T3. That theory is formed from intuitionistic ZF (which 
we write ZF ~) by dropping the power set axiom, replacing it by the axiom of 
exponentiation, ~ahich says A B exists for sets A and B; restricting the formula in 
the separation schema to be ao (in a language with plenty of function symbols for 
specific useful functions); and adding the axiom RDC of 'relativized ependent 
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choices'. These theories are formulated in the language of pure set theory, with 
primitive symbols ~ and =. 
Just as it was possible to deacribe our recursive models of Martin-L6ffs theories 
before describing the theories themselves, o it is also possible to describe the 
'models' of set theory which result from Aczel's interpretations and the recursive 
models, before going into Aczel's work. We do this now. We start with the model 
M~ W. We define the 'iterative sets' of the model (this is Martin-Lgf's phrase) -  
these will serve as the interpretation of the sets of constructive set theory. We 
have to define simultaneously the concept of two iterative sets being equal, for 
which we write x =rY. 
Definition. (i) (m, b) is an iterative sel, provided that 
MtW~m ~ 0 
and for all x, if M,W~x ~ m, then {b}(x) is an iterative set, and for all x, y, if 
MI W~ x = y e m, ti:en {b}(x) =x{b}(y). 
(ii) (m, b)=~(m', b') provided that (m, b) and (m', b') are iterative sets, and for 
all x, if M ~ x e m, then {b }(x ) =~ {b'}(x ), and M~ W~ m = m ' e 0. 
The elements of an iterative set (m, b) are exactly the iterative sets {b}(x) for x 
such that M,W~xe m. Thus another name for the iterative sets might be the 
'indexed sets', since we can think of these sets as 'indexed' by indices from the 
small type m. 
This does not define a niodeI in the ordinary sense of tile term, but only in a 
sense like a realizability interpretation, which we shall now make clear via 
Martin-L6f's theories. 
Aczel has shown that ML~W contains a term V (in fact V is just (WXE U)X)  
such that the following rules are derived rules of ML1W. (Think of V as the set of 
indices of iterated sets.) 
(i) V set 
a~U b(x )cV  (xEa)  
(ii) 
sup(a, b)~. V 
These rules make it clear that M1W~n~ V iff n is an iterative set. 
Aczel interprets constructive set theory T3 in MLIW as follows: to each 
formula d) of T:~, he assigns a term 4/ of ML1 W, such that 
(!) if xi . . . . .  x~ are the free variables of 4), then MLIW- derives ~'(xl . . . . .  x,) 
set (x~ ~ V, . . . .  x, e V) 
(2) if T3 proves ~, then for some term t, of ML1W, ML1W derives t ,(x)E 
4/(x) (x e V), where x is a list of the free variables of 4o. Here t, is a closed term. 
To define ~b', one of course uses the definitions of the logical operations that 
Martin-L6f gives. That is why this interpretation has the flavor of a realizability 
intervretatio~, rather than a classical model. 
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Aczel's theorem, combined with the soundness of our recur,~iw, models, yields 
the fo!lowing theorem: 
Theorem 7,1 (Recursive models of set theory). Suppose 7~ proves the c~,osed 
sentences 4). Then there is a number e such that M~ W~e ~ 4)'. 
Corollary. h~ Case 4) is expressible in the lan/guage of HA '' and is equivalent o an 
implication-free sentence, and T:~F 4), then 4) is mr-HEO realized. 
Open problem. Ftow much axiom of choice can be added to T3 without destroy- 
ing Theorem 7.1? At least ACj,o can be. 
Remarks, AczeI [2] was written before Martin-L/Sf had developed either his 
extensional theories [23] or his W-ruT, es. Aczel's paper makes use of the 1975 
version of Martin-L6f's theories, augmented by rules for the type U of iterative 
sets. In fact, consideration of the type U led to the creation of the W-rules. 
Hence Aczel [2] does not literally prove the results needed above; these were 
proved by Aczel in his 1980 Munich lectures (unpublished), but the reader of 
both Aczel [2:] and Martin~L6f [23] will have no trouble adapting Aczel's proof to 
~he 1979 ~ystems. (Use the definition of U by means of the W-rules which is 
mentioned i~, the text above.) 
Following I:he interpretation of constrtm~dve s t theories T in ML1W by the 
recursive models of this paper, we get recursive models of set theory. We als 
could have constructed recursive models of Martin-L6f's 1975 system which do 
not have extensionatity, and used these to construct recursive models of set 
theory. It is not difficult to describe these models directly, especially the ones 
based on non-extensional type;; in other words, to describe them without 
reference to Martin-L6f's ystems, which serve o~;ly as an intermediary and can be 
eliminated. S'ach ,an exposition will appear in Beeson [9]. (Do not get confused: 
one models set theory including extensionality in either case, whether one uses 
iterative sels breed on non-extensional types or on extensional ones.) 
8. Some remarks on proof-theoretic strength 
In Aczel [1] ,the proof-theoretic strength of (the 1975 version of) ML1 is 
established by showing that it is equiconsistent with the system ~"]-AC. (We 
assume familiarity with this and some olher su't~systems of analysis in this section.) 
The proof proceeds by noting that XI-AC is equivalent to a theory IDa, and 
reducing ML~ to ID]-. The theory ID~ is a theory of one inductively-defined s t, 
like the well-known theory ID~ except hat it does not contain the axiom asserting 
thai the inductively-defined s t~s the least solution of the inductive clauses. More 
explicitly: If 4)(n, X) contains only positive occun'ences of X, then there exists 
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some set Y such that Vn (n e Y ,~ 4fin, Y)), not necessarily the least such Y. ID7 
(being reducible to X~-AC) is thus considerably weaker than ID,. 
We are in a position to use our recursive models to reduce ML~- to ID7 in a 
differen~ way than Aczel does, thus gMng a new proof of his theorem. Moreover, 
we can reduce MLo to arithmetic, and we can reduce ML,, to an appropriate 
theory ID;~ cf iterated in(tuctive definitions. In a forthcoming publication, Fefer- 
man will make use of th~s reduction to establish the proof-theoretic ordinal of 
ML,, via an analysis of ID 2. This will solve 'Hancock's conjecture', first men- 
tioned in Martin-L6f [22], and established in one direction in JervelI [16], where 
ML, is shown to be at least as strong as suggested by Hancock. 
8. t. Reduction of  MLo to arithmetic 
If the interest of simplicity, we begin with the theory MLo. The basic idea is to 
formalize the recursive model of MLo in arithmetic, by analogy with formalizing 
Kleene's original realizability. Just as for realizability, e r 4) can be expressed as a 
formula of arithmetic for each formula rb, we shall now see that 'M~x c t' can be 
expressed as a formula of arithmetic, where M is the recursive model of MLo, and 
t is a fixed term of MLo. Note that the inconsistency of MLo would mean that 
s c No was derivable for some term s. Hence the equiconsistency of MLo and 
arithmetic follows from the formal soundness theorem, 
ML0t-x~ t implies HA I - (M~x~ t) 
since M~x e N{~ is equivalent o O= 1. 
In principle the formalization of the definition of the model and the soundness 
proof is entirely straightforward. There are, however, some formal details to 
check, which we shall now write out. 
Recall that officially, the expressions derived in MLo are judgments with 
assmnptions. 
Definition. The set terms of MLo are given by &e following clauses: 
(i) N and Nk are set tet~ns, for each integer k. 
(ii) I f  A and B are set terms, with x not free in A ,  ,hen (Xxe-A)B  and 
(Hx c A )B are set terms. 
(iii) If A and B are set erms, then (A  + B)  is a set term. 
(iv) i f  A is a set terra, and t and s are any terms of  ML~, then I (A ,  ~, s) is a set 
Remark. One could put restrictions on t and s in the last clause, but it is not 
necessary for our purposes. 
Lemma 8.1. I f  ML, t-A type (x l~A1 . . . . .  x, ,eA, ) ,  then A and A~ . . . . .  A,, are 
set terms of MLo. Moreover, if MLot-0~(xl~_A 1 . . . . .  x,,¢£A,,), where q5 is any 
judgement, then A ~, . .~,  A,~ are set terms. 
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Proof .  By  induct ion oe  proofs in ML0. First, the A~'s must  all be set terms, since 
e i ther  a shorter  proof  has the same assumpt ion x~ ~ A~, o~ else the assumption is 
in t roduced by the assumpt ion is in t roduced by the assumption rule, in which case 
there  must  be a shorter  proof  of 'A~ type'.  Now for the claim that A i~; a set term: 
the only rule in which an express ion 'A  type'  occurs in the conclusion which does 
not  cor respond irectly to one of the clauses in the definit ion of set terms is the 
subst i tut ion rule, in which an expression of the form B(a/x)  is proved to be a 
type. But by fo.stnote 4, this rule is superf luous. This completes  the proof.  [ ]  
In describ2ng ~he model  M, we assigned a number  ~" to each term t of ML 0. 
Recal l  that /" depends  on an ass ignment of values to the variables. In formaliz ing 
the definit ion, we shall assign to each term t of MLo, a term t* of HA whose free 
variables are the same as those of t, in such a way that t*[x/v] has the same 
numerical  value that t" takes when ~ is assigned the value x. What  we do here is 
analogous to the situation with K leene 's  realizability, in which the informal 
version is given for c losed formulae,  but  the formal realizabil ity is given for all 
formulae.  
Remark .  At  first sight one may think that if MLol-t  type. then t is an ordinary 
finite type (in the extended sense that Cartes ian products are allowed). But 
consider e.g. the set term if(N, x, y), which contains free variables x and y, and 
whose value depends  on whether  x =y  or not. Of  course, in either case it is a 
finite type; and hence, it can be def ined by a formula of HA ~°. But as it stands, 
with free variables, it is not a finite type. 
For our technical purpose of giving the terms t ~, it is conw,~nient that HA does 
not contain terms for all partial recursive functions; of course it cannot,  since they 
are somet imes undefined. It will be convenient  o make u:se of such terms in the 
metalanguage,  however .  This is done as follows: We define the pseudowrms by: 0 
is a pseudoterm,  each variable is a meudoterm;  if t is a pseudoterm,  so is t', if f 
and u are pseudoterms,  o is the expression ~{t}(u)'. If 4a is a formula of HA,  and t 
is a pseudoterm,  then cb[t/x] (the result of subst itut ing t for x, loosely) is a formula 
of HA- -but  not obtained by direct substitution. Rather,  one first def ined for 
"~ The following two substitution rules of Martin-L6f's theories are superfluous: 
(il (xeA1 and(it) (x~_A) 
aeA Btype acA beB 
B(a/x) type b(a/x , ~ B(a/x~ 
Pl'oof. Consider (it) first. Suppose we have a derivation of a ~ A from assumptions F and a derivation 
D o5 'B type' from assumptions x c A and ['. We may assume the vm'iabie x never occurs bound in the 
derivation D and does not occur in the assumptions l: Substit*ale a for x throughout D, i.e. in every 
line of D. The result is a derivation of b(a/x)~B(a/x) from F. One proves this by induction on 
derivations in ML U. The induction step involves looking at each rule of ML o to see that its form is 
preserved under substitutions for variables tree in the derivation whose last step uses that rule. Rule fi) 
is treated similarly. 
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each pseudoterm t, a formula t'=-y e ~pressing that t has the value y; then 't $ ' ('t 
is defined') is 3y(t-~ y). The exact r ales for handling pseudoterms may be taken 
over from Feferman [13]. Note that since the A-notation of Kleene is defined 
using s -m-n  functions, and the s -m-n  functions themselves have specific 
recursive indices, the system of pseudoterms i  already closed under A ; that is, if t 
is a pseudoterm and x is a variable, there is another pseudoterm Ax • t such that 
L4x  • t} (x )  = t. 
Remark. To those who know Feferman [13], it will be apparent that it would be 
technically simpler to formalize the definition in a fragment of EM0 than in this 
version of HA. But in order not to assume familiarity with EMo, we do not do 
this. 
Let rr*, o-*, pl*, I*, etc. be recursive indices of the functions rr, or, pl, i . . . .  of 
Section 1.3. Our next definition will associate to each term t of MLo, a 
pseudoterm of HA with the same free variables as t. (Technically speaking, a 
pseudoterm cannot have bound variables; e.g., Ax • t does not actually contain x.) 
Definition° The left column gives t, the right column gives t*: 
(lb: ~ A )B {rr*}(A*, Ax " B*) 
(Xx E A)B  {o'*}(A*, Ax • B*) 
(A 4- B) {pl*}(A*, B*) 
l(A, b, c) {I*}(A*, b*, c*) 
N /~ ('the numeral for N) 
(Ax)t Ax" t* 
(t~ s) {{~}(t)}(s), where {{e}(x)}(y)= (x, y) 
(Ex, y)(t,s) s*[(t*)o/x,(t*)dy] where in the bltercst of legibility we 
write (t*)o in place of {a}(t*), where {a}(x)= (x)o 
(Dx, Y)0, s, q) s*[(t*)l/x] if (t*)o=0 else q*[(t*)~:yJ (which can be given 
by a suitable pseudoterm) 
t(s) {t*}(s*) 
r or (} 0 
t' (t*)' 
i(t) {~}(t*) where {a}(x)=(0, x) 
i(t) {/7}0*) where b(x)= (t, x) 
J(t,s) s* 
R,,(t, so , . . . , s , _ l )  .s~ if t*=O else (s~ if t* . . . .  1 else s~,_..* if t *=n-1  else 
undef ined)  • • . )  
(Rx, y)(t, s, q) {~i}(t*, s*, q*), where a is a spec,,fic recursive index pro- 
duced by the effective recursion theorem so that 
{a}(O, x, y) = x 
and 
{a}(n + 1, x, y) = {y}(n, {a}(n, x, y)) 
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Lemma 8,2. Let t be a set term of  MLo. Then ~here a~e formulae of HA expressing 
M~x~[and m ~y c/'. 
~'¢~.mark. To be more precise: the formula tO expresses M~xc:_ i  iff the free 
variables of tO are x together with lhe free variables of t (x must not be free in t), 
and for every assignment of values to variables (used to define t'), if x geV; the 
value m, then M~me { iff ,ll[m/x] is true. 
Proof.  By induction on the clauses in the definition of set terms of MLo. For 
example, if t is I (A ,  t, s), then the corresponding formula of HA is constructed as 
follows: By induction hypothesis, there is a formula ~/,(x, y) expressing M ~ x - y c: 
fi~. Then the formula expressing M~z h i (A ,  1, s) ~' is 6[I*, s*/x, y] & z =0.  The 
formula expressing M~z = w c I (A ,  t, s)" i~ qJ[t*, x*/x, y] & z = 0 & w = 0. For 
the other clauses of the definition, one directly translates the definit.~on of the 
model M into HA;  this completes the proof. []  
If 0 expresses Mkxs  ~7, and q is a term of lVlLo, then tp[q*/x] is a formula of 
HA which will be written Mkq ~ t. Note that up to now, we have only defined 
M~ m e n for m and n integers. In this notation, 'A, lgx ~ t" is the formula of HA 
which expresses m ~x ~ ~'. Similarly for m >q = s ~ t. Finally, by M~ t = s, where t 
and s are set terms of ML0, we mean the formula V u, v((M > u = v c~ t) *-~ (M~ u = 
v ~ s)). 
Theerem 8.1 (Formalized soundness of the model M of ML0). Suppose MLok&, 
where & is a judgment of the form s ~ t, s = q ~ t, or s = t, where t is a set term. Then 
HAF(M~&) .  
Proof. If ~h is a judgment of the form 't |ype',  where' t is a set term of MLo, let 
'M  ~ oh' stand for some trivially true formula such as 0 = 0. Consider a proof tree 
in MLo; each pode is labelea with a judgment q5 together with the assum.ptions 
(x, ~ A~ . . . . .  x, e A,~) on which it depends. By induction on the proof trees, each 
A~ is a set term, since the only rule which introduces a new assumption is the 
assumption rule, and in that case the new term A~ introduced must be preceded 
by a shorter proof of ~Ai type';  hence by Lemma 8.1, A~ is a set term. 
The major difficulty in the proof has now been overcome--we have shown that 
evew expression occurring in the proof can be expressed in HA. It is now 
straightforward to formalize the proof of Theore~r. 3.1. ;are have to show the 
following: 
(i) If ML0ka c C(x e A),  then 
HAk[ (M ~ x e A)  -+ (M~ a e C)] 
and 
HAk[ (M ~ x = y c A )  --> (M~ a = a(y /x )c  C)]. 
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(ii) If ML0b'Ctype (x~A) ,  then 
HA I-[(Mkx ~ A) -+ (Mk C type)] 
and 
HAI-[(M~x = y e A) ~ (M~ C(y/x) type & Me C = C(y/x))]. 
(iii) If ML~I-a = b ~ C (x e A) ,  then 
HAk[(Mkx cA) - - ,  (Mk  a = b ~ C) 
and 
HAk[(M~x -= y ~ A)  --, (M~ a = b(y/x)~_ C)]. 
(iv) If MLoI-C=D (x~ A), then 
HAI-[(MP x ~ A)  --* (MkC = D)] 
and 
HA b[(Mkx --=- y ~ A)  - ,  (M~ C(y/x) = D(y/x)]. 
These assertions should be compared with the corresponding informal asser- 
tions in the proof of Theorem 3.1. By formalizing the proof of Theorem 3.1, the 
induction steps are established. We illustrate how this goes by checking part of (i) 
for the //-introduction rule. Suppose that ML~k-bcB (x~_ A) ,  so that by [1- 
introduction MI,~ proves (hx)b ~ (Ilx ~ A)B.  Our induction hypr~thesis tells us that 
(anl.ong other dli~gs) 
HAI-[(MI=bx e A) - ,  (M~: b ~ B)] 
and we have to show that 
(*) HAt - [M~(Ax)bc( I I xcA)B] .  
We now need lo mention explicitly the formula @ of HA which expresses 
M l:x cz B: Unwinding the definition of (*), we find it to be equivalent to 
ItA I~Vx[(M e x e A ) --~ O({ Ax. b* }(x }/x ))] 
which amounts to 
t-lAkVx[M~:x ~ A -÷ O(b*/x)] 
which is just 
HA kV~c[(M ~x c-: A)--~ (M k b e B)] 
which we know by induction hyp¢~thesis. Hence (*) is estabi'~ished. This example 
should suffice to show how the formal version differs from Theorem 3.1. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
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8.2. Reduction o f  NIL ,  to ID[  
We must prepare the way by discussing the concept of 'set term of ML~'. We 
could have defined a set term of MLo to be a term t such that ML0bt type, 
without affecting the proof of the soundness of the model of MLo. (The definitior~ 
would not he quite equivalent to the one we gave, however, since terms l(A, t, s) 
would then be set terms only if MLoFte  A and MI.vl-s e A, whereas under our 
definition all that is required is that A be a set term.) We sha~t define a set term of 
MIq to be a term t such that/vlL~ F t type. The following example will show that it 
does not work to just extend the definition of 'set term of MLo ~ by adding the 
clause "U is a set term'. Let t be the term R2(0, N, No). The ~ ML~ F t e U by the 
N)-elimination rule, and hence ML~ ~" t type. But ML0 does fn,Jt prove 't type', and 
this term t would not be generated by extending the de;i.nition of 'set term of 
MLo' as suggested. The soundness of the model for ML~ shows that ,f ML~ k t E U, 
then M~ t type, where M is the model of MLo. But this example shows that this 
cannot be extended to: ML! F t ~ U iff MLoF t type. The co~,clusion of all this is: 
ti~e right definition of 't is a set term of ML , '  is ML,, ~t type. 
Now we are in a position to discuss the reduction of ML~ to IDa. The theory 
IDa contains a predicote symbol P+ for each 4,(n,X) which contains X only 
positively, and axioms saying that P,~ is one solution of the i~ductive conditions 4,. 
In Section 1o3.3, we have already discussed how the definition of the model ML0 
can be formalized in IDa. Thus in IDa- there is a formula which expressed Mt:x  
type, in the precise sense of 'expresses' given above. Here M still refers to the 
model of MLo, not of MLv But the formula which expressed M~x type is used to 
define M~x6 U. Similarly, there is a formula ef ID] ~ which defines equality 
between types in the model of MLo; this formula is, used to define M~ ~:x =~ y ~ U. 
These are the two new basis cases needed to prove ::he analog of Lemma 8.2, with 
MLo replaced by MLa and HA by IDa-. Finally, tl~e proof of Theorem 8.1 goes 
over without change, when MLo is replaced by ML~ and HA by IDi .  
To deal with ML,,, we prove by inductkm on n that the-e are formulae of ID,; 
which express M~ t: x ~ t, M~_x = y ~ t, and M~ ~ t = s for set terms t, s of ML,,, and a 
formula of ID;+t which defines M~'= ~ type for set terms t of ML,. The proof of 
Theorem 8.1 then goes over withow cl ange to prove: 
Theorem 8.2 (Formalized soundness of the recursive model of ML.). Suppose 
ML,, F4,, where 4, is a judgment Of the form set, s = q ~ t. or s = t, where t is a set 
term of ML,. Then HAF(M~4,) .  
9. Exte~nsionai Kieene realizabillty for arithmetic 
We have made use of the fact that our simplest recursive model for Martin- 
L6f's systems coincides with Kreisel's modified realizability on implication-free 
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fornmlae of arithmetic. The class of implication-free fornmlae (or those logically 
equivalent to implication free formulae) is quite extensive, and sufficed for all our 
applications. But it is not difficult to define a realizability for arithmetic which 
coincides with satisfaction in the recursi,~e model of Martin.-L6f's ystems for all 
formulae, not just for implication-free formulae. It so happens that this realizabil- 
ity has not yet appeared in the literature, but that is merely historical accident. It 
must be a 'Kleene-style' realizability, in the sense that e r (A --> B) only requires 
{el(a) to be defined when erA  (unlike modified realizability). On the other hand, 
it must have a certain extensionality, since this is built i~to the model of 
Martin-L6f's systems. As noted independently by Peter Aczel (correspondence), 
the correct definition is the following: 
Delh~fion (extensional Kleene realizability). We define for each formula 4, of 
HA, two formulae erdo and [a,b]rdo (which is read, "a and b are equa! as 
realizers of 4)); the free variables of e r<k are e together with those of &, and the 
free variables of [a, b]r,b are a, b together with those of qS. 
e rA  is e=0&A for A atomic, 
[a ,b ] rA  is a=0&b=0&A for A atomic, 
e r (A -> B) is Vx(x rA ~ 3k(T(e, x, k) & U(k) rB), 
[a ,b]r(A-->B) is ar (A - ->B)  & br (A- ->B)  & Vx(xrA-+ 
[{a~(x k {b}(x)] r B), 
e r Vx A is Vx -3k (T(e, x, k) & U(k) r A), 
[a, b] rVxA is Vx[{a}(x), {b}(x)] rA, 
e r3xA is (e)t rA((e)o/x), 
[a, b] r 3x A i:; (a)o = (b)o & [(a)l, (b)l] r A((a)o/x), 
e rAvB is ((e)(~=0-~(e)l rA)  & ((e)o¢0--~ (e)l rB), 
[a, b] r A v B is (a)~,=(b)~ & ((a).=O--,[(a)m, (b)~] r A) 
& ((a) o :~ 0 --~ [(a)~, (b),] rB). 
It is a simple exercise to prove directly the soundness theorem. 
Theorem 9.1. If HA proves &, then for some e, HA proves ~ r O. 
This also follows as a corollary of the following theorem, which establishes the 
connection with the models of Martin-L&f's theories: 
Theorem 9.2. Let 4) be a [ormula of arithmetic. Let M be any of the models of 
Martin-L6f's theories based on recursive fimction application. Then 
M~e~"  iff (er4) is true). 
Proof. By induction on the complexit;y of qS. [] 
The definition of extensional Kleene realizability cm~ also be extended to HA ' .  
Recursie,  model.~ ]or ,'onstructitJe s t theories 1/7 
We make use of the terminology of Section,s 1.1 and 2.1. 
er t=s  (where t and s are |e rms of type ~r) is e =e & R,~(t',x'), 
[a ,b ] r t=s  is a=b & Rc(V,s'), 
e rVx"A  is Vx(E,~(x)---,{e}(x) rA & Vx, y(R,(x, y)--~ 
[{e}(x), {e}iy) ] rA  ), 
[a, b] rVx~'A is Vx, y(R~(x, y)--~,[{a}(x),{b}(y)] rA),  
e rBx~A is E~((e)o) & (e)t rA((e)o/x), 
[a, b] r 3x'*A is R,,((a)o, (b)o) & [ (ah ,  (b)l] rA((a)o/x). 
This definit ion associates to each formula A of HA ~, two formulae erA  and 
[a, b] rA  of HA,  Theorem 9.2 extends easily to include formulae d~ of HA '°. We 
could have made use of  this realizabil ity instead of modif ied realizability., in order  
to prove the inde>endence r sults of this paper,  but we chose to use modif ied 
realizabil ity since it is a lready familiar. 
It will be an instructive exercise for the reader  to see directly why (~ '  is not 
real ized with extensional  K leene  reaiizability. 
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